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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
SITE SPECIFIC GROWTH OF METAL CATALYZED SILICA NANOWIRES FOR
BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL SENSING
by
Eric G. Huey
Florida International University, (2013)
Miami, Florida
Shekhar Bhansali, Major Professor
In this research the integration of nanostructures and micro-scale devices was
investigated using silica nanowires to develop a simple yet robust nanomanufacturing
technique for improving the detection parameters of chemical and biological sensors. This
has been achieved with the use of a dielectric barrier layer, to restrict nanowire growth to
site-specific locations which has removed the need for post growth processing, by making it
possible to place nanostructures on pre-pattern substrates. Nanowires were synthesized using
the Vapor-Liquid-Solid growth method. Process parameters (temperature and time) and
manufacturing aspects (structural integrity and biocompatibility) were investigated.
Silica nanowires were observed experimentally to determine how their physical and
chemical properties could be tuned for integration into existing sensing structures. Growth
HFKBQF@BUMBOFJBKQPMBOCLOJBARPFKDDLIA>KAM>II>AFRJ@>Q>IVPQP>Qf!CLOJFKRQBP
in an open-tube furnace yielded dense and consistent silica nanowire growth. This consistent
growth led to the development of growth model fitting, through use of the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE) and Bayesian hierarchical modeling. Transmission electron
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microscopy studies revealed the nanowires to be amorphous and X-ray diffraction confirmed
the composition to be SiO2. Silica nanowires were monitored in epithelial breast cancer
media using Impedance spectroscopy, to test biocompatibility, due to potential in vivo use as
a diagnostic aid. It was found that palladium catalyzed silica nanowires were toxic to breast
cancer cells, however, nanowires were inert at 1µg/mL concentrations.
Additionally a method for direct nanowire integration was developed that allowed for
silica nanowires to be grown directly into interdigitated sensing structures. This technique
eliminates the need for physical nanowire transfer thus preserving nanowire structure and
performance integrity and further reduces fabrication cost. Successful nanowire integration
was physically verified using Scanning electron microscopy and confirmed electrically using
Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of immobilized Prostate Specific Antigens (PSA).
The experiments performed above serve as a guideline to addressing the metallurgic
challenges in nanoscale integration of materials with varying composition and to
understanding the effects of nanomaterials on biological structures that come in contact with
the human body.
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Chapter 1

In this research, the challenges of integrating nanostructures into microscale
technologies were explored. The growth characteristics, cytotoxicity, and mass
manufacturability of silica nanowires were investigated, to show to demonstrate the
possibility of merging nanotechnology with currently used sensor platforms for commercial
applications.
In this chapter, the motivation, goal and objectives of this dissertation are detailed below.
Next, research tasks, significance of current research have been presented to provide
justification for this research. Finally, the chapter concludes with the organization of this
dissertation.
Motivations
Nanowires are foreseen as the future of many sensor systems. This is due to their high
surface to volume ratios, which provide additional testing area and can lead to an increase in
device sensitivity and response. Silica nanowires have commanded the attention of
researchers in nanoscience due to their tunable aspect ratios, their dependent optical [3],
photonic [4], and electronic properties [5] with excellent biocompatibility. Nanowire based
sensors detect signals by reacting with the target material and translating the reaction into a
measurable response such as impedance, voltage, or current. As these nanowires will be
critical building blocks of future nanosystems, the ability to produce them at desired
locations, in a controlled manner on any substrate is of great importance 9 ;. The primary
challenge of producing these types of sensors is maintaining the functionality of the sensing
material (nanowires) after final placement on a testing substrate, such as a bio-platform.
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This research has focused on the challenges of integrating silica oxide nanostructures
(nanowires) into pre-existing devices, using the Vapor Liquid Solid Growth [8, 9]. The use of
silicon based nanowires for device integration is advantageous due to the biocompatibility of
this element with the human tissue and its similarities with currently used CMOS and MEMS
sensing platforms which are currently silicon based. As such, this work focuses on bottom-up
manufacturing and integration of silica nanowires with emphasis placed on growth substrate
structure and response of nanowire-integrated platforms.
This technique of nanowire integration will remove the need for post growth
processing by, a) minimizing structural damage from physical handling of the nanowires, and
b) growing them in place on a target (final location) substrate. Additionally, this will protect
the integrity of the sensing material (nanowires) and allow for more accurate testing and
characterization. In future applications growing nanowires on flexible substrates will provide
access to properties such as shock resistance, biocompatibility, softness and material
transparency which can be taken advantage of for further experimentation and device
development [10-12].
Goal
The goal of this research was to explore a simple yet robust nanomanufacturing
technique for enhancing the sensitivity of chemical and biological nanosensors by integrating
silica nanowires into currently used microelectrode sensing devices. Additionally, the
inclusion of nano-sensing material will allow for the development of a versatile sensing
structure that would able to detect both biological antigens and gas molecules, by purposeful
placement of nanowire on detection surfaces. Manufacturing and placing them for
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characterization/functionality is of great importance as nanowires become more useful as
sensing material in devices. The central focus of this research is to address the challenge of
mass manufacturing nanowires for integration into biosensing devices by developing
techniques that allow for, low cost and site-specific nanowire growth on target (working)
substrates. The development of a sensor with a suitable growth substrate will offer new
avenues in research and development of nanowire based sensors.
Objectives
The envisioned objective would be accomplished by(A) Examining the role of annealing temperature on Silica nanowire growth, to develop a
growth model that will yield nanowires that are robust and of the appropriate aspect ratio
(surface to volume) needed for testing,
(B) Explore the biological effects of silica nanowires to their sensing environments, to
address cytotoxicity issues that may arise during device characterization and,
(C) Investigating the growth mechanics of integrated silica nanowires to gain an
understanding of the structural and adherence properties for testing and characterization of a
functional biological and gas sensors.
Research Tasks
Accomplishment of the research objectives would involve the following research
tracks; Manufacturing, Characterization, and Applications. Site specific growth of silica
nanowires was pursued using a dielectric barrier layer. Also, the growth characteristics of
silica nanowires were performed to study the influence of ambient and low pressure gas
mixtures on the nanowire to determine a suitable growth and integration regiment. After
which direct integration of silica nanostructures into microelectrode test devices occurred.
3

Characterization of nanowires was performed using scanning electron microscopy,
transmission electron microscopy, electron dispersive spectroscopy, to verify elemental
composition. X-ray diffraction was performed to glean information concerning the nanowires
surface profile. Lastly, chemical and biological sensing applications were explored. Silica
nanowires catalyzed by both Au and Pd integrated into microelectrode sensing platforms
were modified with PSA antigens for chemical analysis and used hydrogen testing,
respectively.
Significance of the current research
Nanostructures are becoming prevalent in our everyday lives (e.g. healthcare and
cosmetic products). For them to become more widely available commercially, current
technology and nanotechnology must be merged in a way that uses the best of both to
enhance human life. However for this to occur the challenges of integration to make such
devices must explored and understood.
Dissertation Structure
In this thesis, metal oxide nanowires have been produced using a bottom-up Vapor
Liquid Solid mechanism and have been shown to be experimentally biocompatible and
integratable into microelectrode sensing structures.
Chapter 2 reviews the various types of nanowire fabrication methods, and discusses
the process parameters of nanowire synthesis for each. Additionally, the chapter discusses the
advantages of large scale manufacturing of nanowire bases sensors, outlining the electrical
transport properties and the ease of functionalization of such an existing device. Then,
current state of the art nanowire integration techniques are discussed highlighting strengths
and weaknesses for current technologies. Finally, a discussion on the issues preventing
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integratable nanowire based structure from being widely available commercially. The limits
on such device and how current technology can insure these new nano integrated structures
can be preserved.
Chapter 3 presents a brief review of the experimental methods use to collect data for
the experiments discussed in this dissertation. Included are some basic theoretical principles
of operation on devices such scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), X-ray and diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) and a brief overview of the
fabrication process used for device development, nanowire integration and device
measurement.
Chapter 4 presents discussion on the growth and morphology of silica nanowires at
f! >KA f! >KA TFQE BUMI>K>QFLK LK EFDE QBJMBO>QROB DOLTQE FKEF?FQFLK >KA ELT
taking advantage of such properties could allow for successful integration of nanowires into
pre-existing silicon based structures.
Chapter 5 presents details on the integration of silica nanowire via SiO2 barrier layer.
Additionally, functionalization of these wires for PSA detection is demonstrated and
explained. Also, data is presented address the cytoxiciyt of silica nanowire to their sensing
environment and other biological media, specifically, epithelial breast cancer cells.
!E>MQBOPRJJ>OFWBPQEBCFKAFKDPLCQEFPTLOH?>PBALKQEBDL>IP JLQFS>QFLKP>KA
research objectives reported above and present details of future work and research avenues
that can and are being undertaken to further this work such as low temperature growth,
vertical nanowire growth and integration into more complex complementary metal oxide
semiconductor structures.

5

Chapter 2
Introduction
For years nanostructures have emerged as a source of new innovation. Their physical
properties such as length, width, and high aspect structures provide the potential for
applications in an arena of situations. More so their physical structure also lends them to be
chemically altered for applications involving biological and chemical applications.
Researchers have working for years to discover and develop ways of using nanostructures to
serve better human causes in industries such as health care, defense, and environmental
monitoring. With these advancements the advent of nanostructure influences in our daily
lives will be a reality soon. Innovations and ideas have to be vetted thoroughly to insure that
theoretical calculations and hypothesis are practical to integrate into society. To be practical
ideas/innovations will need to be marketable and mass manufacturable and commercialized
for consumer purchase. To achieve these goals work should be pursued with the focus on
integrating nanostructures into existing detection platforms and devices.
Nanostructures such as nanowires are on the precipice of being introduced into
prepackage devices. These devices will provide services that will allow for more accurate
testing of human and biological materials. For this transition from lab only phase into the
market for profitability and human use nanostructures must be produced packaged in format
that allows for their repeatable use in atmosphere not as selectively controlled as a
laboratory. This chapter introduces nanowires, specifically their discovery, current methods
of fabrication, then addresses issues concerning manufacturing and electron transport, then
present techniques for device integration and finally a discussion on issues preventing the
production of devices with nanowires incorporated into their structure.



Background Nanostructures
Nanostructures are defined as particles or design constructs with dimensions below
100nm. Nanostructures such as nanotubes and nanowires are generally one dimensional
structure with high aspect ratios, one of their unique qualities. These structures don’t exist
naturally and have to be synthesized or grown using methods developed in laboratory
settings.
Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes (CNT’s) are nanostructures with dimensions ranging lengthwise up
hundreds of microns and with diameters that are nanometers in scale. These structures are
colloquially described as honeycomb lattices rolled into cylinders[13]. Carbon nanotubes are
significant due to unique electrical properties that are tailorable by adjustment of nanotube
geometry. After their discovery by Ijima[14] it was widely believed that the carbon
nanotubes would provide new insights into condensed matter physics

and that their

development would allow researchers to contribute to enhancing human life through
innovative applications. During the past twenty years, carbon nanotubes have been
demonstrated as diodes, transistors, gas sensors, gas separators, gas and energy storage
applications[15]. Additionally, they have found use in metrology, as cantilever tips in high
resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM), for mapping trenches and holes in IC’s 9;.
However, carbon nanotubes are limited in their use due to the issues with inflexible
geometries, which makes tailoring and surface modification difficult. Also, hydrogen’s
contribution to the growth process is yet to be explored, as well as issues with alignment and
surface disorders in synthesized nanotubes. To address these concerns another nanostructure,
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the nanowire has garnered interest among researchers who believe its characteristics will
address the drawbacks of CNT’s.
Nanowires
Nanowires are defined as nanostructures that can be composed of both metallic and
nonmetallic elements with nanometer sized diameters and micron long lengths[17]. These
types of nanostructures are robust and have physical strength on the order of 1million psi;
this strength is directly attributed to their crystalline structure and high aspect ratio
dimensions. Nanowires were originally called nanowhiskers due to their whisker-like
appearance. Nanowires were CFOPQ OBMLOQBA  ?V 5>DKBO >KA #IIFP[8] using the Vapor
Liquid Solid(VLS) growth mechanism, which will described in more detail in a later section.
Since their discovery, new methods of nanowire synthesis have been explored and
developed. These include the hydrothermal method Oxide Assisted Growth mechanism and
the Vapor Liquid Solid mechanism. These methods yield appreciable and dense wires with
their own unique morphologies. A description of each is presented below with examples of
that demonstrate the novelty and advance each technique has contributed to the state of the
art.
Nanowire Fabrication Techniques
I.

Hydrothermal

The hydrothermal growth process is use to synthesize of nanostructures such as nanorods
(figure 1) and nanowires of defined morphology and compositions. This method produces
these structures with by of reduction and oxidation reactions between precursors/catalyst
involved in growth process. Using these reactions has the added benefit of allowing the
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hydrothermal method to occur at lower temperatures than those processes that will be
discussed below.

5µm
Figure 1. Zinc oxide nanorods.
[Courtesy Eric Huey]

Popular among researchers for nanowire fabrication is zinc oxide. B. Liu et al chose
ZnO as a base material to develop nanorods. ZnO wide band gap of 3.37eV along with its
demonstrated lasing capabilities at room temperature have made it a material nanostructure
development. [18] Zinc Oxide nanorods were synthesized using a novel wet chemical
method to yield structures with aspect ratios between 30-40 and diameters of 50nm. A
solution containing zinc nitrate, NaOH in de-ionized water was mixed with pure alcohol and
BQEIVBKABAF>JFKB >KA TBOB >RQL@I>SBA >KA MI>@BA FKQL >K BIB@QOF@ LSBK PBQ QL f! CLO
20hrs. Harvested wires were observed to be uniform in diameter and growth along the c-axis
was maintained along the length of the wires. The diffraction pattern of the wires confirmed
a Zn:O ≈ 1:1. The success of this process provided an experimental foundation that other
researchers would use to develop tailored recipe’s for the hydrothermal growth metal or
metal-oxide based nanostructures. Similarly, Wang et al synthesized single crystalline Zn
based nanowires using a simple hydrothermal method. Nanowire/whiskers with diameters of
9

50-KJ >KA IBKDQEP RJ TBOB MOLAR@BA  2EB JBQELA RPBA involved polethylen glycol,
distilled water and PEG solution and was described as “simple” by authors due the non
requirement of catalysts or complex apparatus’. Additionally, the fabricated wires showed
UV emission peaks at 392nm at room temperature with a XE lamp excitation source
demonstrating possible use in optical applications. [19]
Jiaqiang

et.

al

synthesized

Zinc

nanorods

for

gas

sensing.

Using

@BQVIQOFJBQEVI>JJLKFRJ ?OLJFAB !2  >KA WFK@ MLTABO TFOBP TBOB MOLAR@BA >Q f!
[20] The nanorods were 40-80nm in diameter with lengths of a approximately a 1um. The
TFOBPTBOBQEBOJ>IIVOBPFIFBKQRMQLf!ELTBSBOK>KLOLAAF>JBQBOPFK@OB>PBAQLKJ
with prolonged heating. Additionally, the zinc nanorods were tested for gas sensing with
C2H5OH, HCHO, NH3, and LPG, 90# gasoline. For optimal results the working temperature
of the nanorod sensors was adjusted periodically during experimentation. The sensors
demonstrated the highest sensitivity to LPG at 500ppm. For additional testing the nanorods
were doped with PdO to enhance sensing. The PdO when reduced provides electrons back to
the oxide, increasing sensor response times to less than 30seconds.
Transition metals are also able to be used in this method for nanowire synthesis. The
unfilled octets of the below metals makes them readily available to the reduction and
oxidation events needed to for nanowire formation. Liu et al used copper II glycerol
reduction to synthesis nanowires with diameters averaging 85nm and with lengths of several
microns [21]  2EB KLSBIQV >KA SBOP>QFIFQV LC MOL@BPP IFBP FK QEB f! QBJMBO>QROB QE>Q QEB
wires were synthesized at. Additionally, the wires were of uniform morphology due to the
contributions of NaOH and glycerol in the reduction of copper. Specifically, the mixture of
glycerol and NaOH created a high viscosity fluid which prohibited copper particles from
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agglomerating, thus allowing stable suspension in fluid needed for uniform wire growth.
Lastly the absorption spectrum of the wires showed peaks at 590nm in agreement with
previous literature. It was also noted that oxide formation on the wires during synthesis did
not reveal any noticeable affects during UV characterization.
Lin et al [22] demonstrated the growth the silicon oxide nanowires via water assisted
synthesis. Synthesized wires were several microns long with diameters ranging from tens to
hundred of nanometers in length. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed the
nanowires to be smooth and straight with uniform diameters and length. Additionally,
chemical bonding studies using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy FTIR revealed that
lattice vibrations were noticeable and were attributed to the Si-OH groups on the wire
surface. This is also attributed to the smooth surface of the wire in that OH- and H+ block
defects from forming on the wire surface. The authors stressed the novelty of the process by
providing clear distinction between this growth method and the Oxide Assisted Growth
(OAG) process. The OH- and H not only prevent defects on surface but are also involved in
the wire formation under supercritical hydrothermal conditions with during sample
preparation between 400-f!>Q-10MPa for 20 hours.
Xie et al [23] produced cobalt nanowires via hydrothermal reduction of cobalt (II)
@FQO>QB ?V EVMLMELPMEFQB >Q f!   ,>KLTFOBP E>A IBKDQEP RM QL PBSBO>I ERKAOBA Jicrons
and diameters between 150-330nm. Citrate salts were used during synthesis to control the
morphology of the wires. Additionally, the wires show ferromagnetism with greater
coercively than similar bulk materials. The authors employ that this method is
environmentally friendly synthetic route for the fabrication of 1-deminstional nanostructures.
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Lastly, characteristic peaks due to cobalt oxides or hydroxides were noticed during XRD
characterization.
Wang et al. investigated the hydrothermal formation of alpha and beta manganese
oxide (MnO)nanowires [24] This was done with initial intent that 1-D MnO nanostructures
would assist in the detecting the theoretical limits of Lithium ion battery based technologies.
3PFKD > ILT QBJMBO>QROB f! JBQELA QL LUFAFWB +K- 2+ by S2O8

2-

oxide nanowires

wires with dimensions between 40-100nm and lengths ranging 2.5 and 4.0 microns were
observed. The outcomes of this work demonstrated that oxides such as Zno, TiO2, could be
formed readily via hydrothermal synthesis. Using proper controls and chemical reactions the
method could lend itself to yield nanostructures free of catalytic impurities and a method that
would that would introduce savings by reduction of production cost.
Wang et al have used the hydrothermal process for large scale production of silver
nanowires by reducing silver chloride with glucose.[25] Nanowires were up to 500um in
length and 100nm in diameter.

The wires were characterized using SEM and XRD

techniques. Using SEM nanowire morphology was observed to be smooth, however small
quantities of silver nano particles were observed. Nanowires also grew perpendicular to the
silver Ag (200) planes. This was confirmed with HRTEM. Comparative experiments were
carried out to determine optimal growth conditions for sliver nanowires. It was observed that
TFOB DOLTQE T>P E>IQBA >Q QBJMBO>QROBP ?BILT f! ARB QL QEB FK>?FIFQV LC DIR@LPB QL
OBAR@BPFISBO@EILOFAB Qf!QEBOB>@QFLKT>PMLPPF?IB>KAT>PMOBPBKQBA>PPR@EFKQEB
M>MBO Qf!QEBOB>@QFLK>KADOLTQELCTFOBPT>PJR@h faster. Other experiments were
performed with other Ag based agents such as silver nitrate, and other reducing agents such
as OH, - Br-, and Cl- . Observations revealed that silver nitrate reduced too quickly to form
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wires and nano particles were the product. Silver bromide and silver hydride reduce quickly
to form nanowires.
The hydrothermal method is generally effective and highly repeatable, yielding
nanowires of consist length and diameter. The process, as discussed is environmentally
friendly due to non use of catalyst and surfactants, the use of this method for nanowire
integration and growth into CMOS or pre existing platforms would introduce difficulties that
could impede device function. For instance, the hydrothermal method by definition is water
based; this would introduce moisture into a sensing device/platform. Moisture and water
vapor have been observed to introduce artifacts and hamper sensor performance. For CMOS
devices the water vapor/moisture could cause additional oxidation, thus augmenting a device
structure’s performance characteristics.9;
a. OAG
Oxide assisted growth (OAG) is a mechanism of nanostructure formation that occurs
without the use of metallic catalyst, which puts it in direct contrast with the VLS method in
the next section. OAG has been used to synthesize Si and Ge nanowires[27]. It is a preferred
method of growth because it yields dense bushes of wires without the contamination issues
that occur when metallic catalysts are used and competes with hydrothermal method by not
using water in its synthesis process. Below, arsenic, gallium, and silicon are presented as an
example of morphology and composition of wire fabricated using OAG standards.
Shi et al,[28] claimed to have grown

gallium arsenide nanowires via an oxide

assisted growth method. The novelty of this method is that it produces nanowires without
metal catalyst. The structures produced in this study were composed of crystalline cores,
KJFKAF>JBQBO @LSBOBA?V>K>AAFQFLK>IKJ>JLOMELRPLUFAB 2EBTFOBPTBOBCLOJBA
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thru a decomposition of GaAs into its separate components via laser ablation, Hydrogen
carrier gas was used to transport volatile GaO2 and As to the low temperature zone of the
growth furnace where decomposition and nanowire growth was able occurred.
Zhang et al.[27]on a review of their work report on the distinct difference between the
OAG method and VLS method. The repot finds that Si nanowire can be obtained by laser
ablation without catalyst use and that wires using this method can be produced at an
enhanced growth rate specifically up to 30 times higher than complimentary reactions with
Fe catalyst. Additionally, the wires with diameters approaching 1nm can be synthesized with
addition growth directions of 112 110, which is in direct contrast with the <111> oriented
growth that is dominant in VLS grown wires. Lastly, the method can also be used to
synthesize wires from other group III-V materials, by using the co-existent properties of VLS
and OAG.
Nanowires synthesized with this method are without metallic impurities. This alone
makes them attractive for application where such contaminates are not preferred, however
due to the high temperature environments needed to produce these structures OAG is not
preferred for nanowire growth method needed to accomplish the task set forth by this
document. Additionally, it is possible for the OAG synthesis temperatures to exceed the
thermal budgets of the device platforms of interest to this work.
b. VLS
The Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS) growth method produces nanowires via substrate
vapor and metallic alloys. To produce nanowires with VLS, a Si substrate is deposited with a
thin film of metal, usually a metal that has a eutectic relationship with silicon e.g. Au[29],
Pd[30], Pt[31]. This deposited substrate is then annealed to synthesize nanowires. For
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example, Au deposited silicon substrate produces nanowires by forming eutectic alloy with
1F >Q f!  Q QEFP J>OH R KR@IB>QBP DIL?RIBP LK QEB 1F T>CBO PROC>@B  2EB PFWB LC QEB
globules are governed by thickness of the film deposited [8, 17, 32] This Au nucleation sites
remove Si from substrate drawing it into the gold globule. Simultaneously, Si vapor is
evaporated from wafer surface and blown over the globules by argon carrier gas flowed thru
heating furnace. This Si in combination with oxygen present in the ambient and native
oxygen (Si wafer) are then absorbs in the Au globule. At a thermodynamic point known as
supersaturation, the globule expels the Si, either below or above the surface. This continuous
expulsion forms the stems of the nanowire. Usually this growth is vertical and away from the
substrate but can be aligned perpendicular or angled depending on growth parameters or
crystallography of the surface of the Si substrate. These grown nanowires continue to grow
consuming the gold catalyst for a period before slowing in growth when the au catalyst has
been exhausted. This type of growth yields nanowires in as little as five minutes and has been
demonstrated with a range of materials, with focus on process temperature and pressure, wire
morphology(diameter), and optical properties.
Silicon carbide nanowires were fabricated by Wang et al[33] using vertically stored
DO>MEF@ MLTBOBA MI>@BA FK > CROK>@B >KA EB>QBA QL > f!  RPFKD 4*1 >KA CROQEBO
demonstrated that wire growth was strongly related to the pressure variation rate of the
source species . Fabricated wires ranged in shape from conical to spindle shaped. Wire
morphologies were controlled by varying the carrier gas for the silicon. At certain intervals
the carrier gas was flowed in high quantity of gas to provide more Si for the globule thus
increasing the diameter thickness of the nanowire. And at other times carrier gas pressure
was lowered and a resultant shrink in diameter thickness was noticed[33].
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Kim et al report the heating of Pd coated Si substrates for synthesis of silica oxide
nanowires. Wires were grown after a wafer deposited with 5nm of palladium was placed the
@BKQBOLC>EB>QFKDCROK>@B>KAEB>QBAQLf!CLOQTLELROPFKQEBMOBPBK@BLC.1 percent
oxygen and a balance of argon with a pressure of 300 mTorr. The wires were of amorphous
structure with diameters between 15-100nm. An extended VLS mechanism is suggested as
the primary contributor to the growth of these wires. Photoluminescence measures showed
blue emission bands with peaking at 430 and 537 nm.[34]
Hu et al used a method of growth that allows for the synthesis of silica nanowires
without metallic catalyst. The method was discovered during a high temperature annealing
and subsequent thermal oxidation of SI wafers, inside an alumina tube of 42mm diameter and
80 cm length. A polished Si strip <100> orientation was place inside a furnace tube and
MI>@BA FKQL S>@RRJ >Q  x 10^-2 TLOO >KA QEBK EB>QBA QL f! >Q f!JFK O>QB   $ROQEBO
EB>QFKD@LKQFKRBAQLf!>KAEBIA@LKPQ>KQCLOELROPCLOK>KLTFOBDOLTQEQL?BFKAR@BA 
Additionally, high purity hydrogen was flowed into the chamber at 50sccm at 300 Torr.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed the wires to be of silica composition, highly
pure with no metal catalyst present. Diameters of 50nm were measured, a few being thin as
5-10nm. Room temperature photoluminescence of the wires showed a strong emission peak
at 540nm[35].
Yang et al performed TEM in situ growth of VLS grown nanowires using Au catalyst
and identified VLS growth in three phases, 1) alloying process, 2) nucleation, and 3) axial
growth. The work was performed to gain a better understanding of growth mechanism to
determine the vapor phase contribution to growth. The Au clusters had average sizes of 20.2



+ or – 3.1nm. the wires were highly crystalline and

generally had

a <111> growth

direction.[9]
The VLS growth mechanism can also influenced by the use of laser ablation cluster
formation. Morales et al 9; using chemical vapor deposition,

was able produce this

QB@EKFNRB QL DOLT RKFCLOJ 1F K>KLTFOBP  TFQE AF>JBQBOP -20 nm with lengths up to 30
microns. Additionally, this method was used to synthesize wires with a multiple of metal
catalysts verifying its establishing its reliability as a method of cluster formation for VLS
growth.
Chang et al. have synthesized ZnO nanowires via the Vapor liquid solid growth
mechanism using CVD methods using a three zone furnace [37]. To add novelty to the
technique the researchers inserted a quartz tube into the furnace, which the samples for
nanowire growth were placed. This led to the formation of h nanowires with high carrier
concentrations without the use of dopants. This was accomplished by creating a high
concentration of zinc vapor inside smaller quartz tube, which when combined with low
concentrations of oxygen in a temperature controlled method led to the formation of
nanostructures that were randomly oriented. TEM revealed that the wires were of varying
diameters between 30 to 45nm and that they were of single crystalline structure. Electrical
conductivities studies revealed that while the carrier concentrations were higher due to non
dopant impurities, the carrier mobility was lower, which was suggested to be due to increased
scattering from lattice defects and electron-electron interactions. Generally, electron
scattering occurs when electron flow is disturbed, usually a deflection of electron path.[38]
This deflection reduces the speed of electrons which directly results in loss of conductivity
for device that rely such performance such as Integrated circuits and transistors.
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Sekhar et al produced silica nanowires using the VLS method on deposited silicon wafers
using a platinum catalyst. It was found that platinum silicide acts to facilitate bottom-up
formation of silica nanowires. Briefly, prime grade 2-inch wafer were sputter deposited with
various thickness of Pt (2, 3,5,10, and 100nm). Argon was flowed at 30sccm rate. The
samples were introduced into a tube-CROK>@B >KA EB>QBA QL f!  .ELQLIRJFKBP@BK@B
emissions were blue at 430nm under excitation. Wires grown with a Pt catalyst had a
QEF@HKBPP LC  -220nm with varying diameters due to Oswald ripening , the average was
KJ[39] .
Making the case for large scale, mass manufacturable nanowire sensors
Advantages of General Morphology and Dimensions
Electrical Transport Properties
The properties the make nanowires attractive such as, larger surface to volume (high
aspect ratio), and large absorption area also affect their electrical transport properties. The
transport of electrons through nanowires is of great importance for using them for sensing. It
is this transport of electrons that allows for signal detection from the environment or media
where nanowires are present.
In nanowires, the resistance of the wire is governed to an extent by the bulk material,
from which it is fabricated. However, at smaller scales properties such as, wire diameter,
wire morphology, crystal structure, and crystal orientation become factors in the carrier
transportation. For example, Cu is a metal that is commonly used in household and electronic
wiring and displays ohmic characteristics at room temperature. Sarkar et al [40] while
studying nanowires for use in oxide templates found that Cu displayed similar characteristics
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at 4.2.K to studies performed at room temperature. However, when Cu was oxidized into
Cu2O (which is semi conductive) the nanowire when placed and biased between two
electrodes formed two Schottky diodes. This phenomenon supports the need for
understanding wire transport and shows that temperature and physical augmentation can
affect electron conduction thru materials at different areas based on preparation of material.
In bulk material, the primary restriction in electron flow is lattice structure, which can
cause scattering. Electron scattering is directly related to the resistance, or an objects ability
to resist current flow, or electron movement. At macro scale this makes many certain
materials not useful in applications needed for current sourcing. However, at the nanoscale,
scattering can be avoided by the use of a property known as ballistic transport. Ballistic
transport occurs when the means free path of an electron is longer than the nanostructure or
device it is passing through. For nanowires this is advantageous and can normally be
observed happening at the nanowire junctions. Electrical conductance in this case is
governed the universal conductance, 2e2 /h. specifically, in the case of the metallic nanowires
this electrical phenomena occurs when the Fermi wavelength of the processed (synthesized)
metal has identical (similar) length as the diameter of the wire[13].
I.

Nanowire integration into sensing structures
In order to make use of nanowires and their unique morphologies, techniques of

integration have been explored. These methods seek to place nanowires into patterns and
positions that would make them useful in devices outside of laboratory settings. As suitable
method of nanowire integration into microscale devices would, 1) Maintaining physical
integrity of nanosensing material (nanowires), by preventing the physical handling/placement
of wires, 2) use materials combinations that would not compromise the thermal budgets of
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pre-existing device, and 3) produce nanowires with size control of wires with consistent and
reproducible morphology. Each of the techniques below works to address the above issues.
1) Superlattice nanowire transfer
Superlattice nanowire transfer patterning (SNAP) is a technique that has been used to
produce nanowires with from thin films templates[41, 42]. This technique is capable of
creating nanowires with dimensions between 7 to 9nm ±2nm. The method of transfer to final
working/test substrate is robust and yields arrays of ordered and morphologically identical
nanowires. The SNAP method works by patterning nanowires in plane on silicon-on-oxide
(SOI) wafers and then transferring them using a poly dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sheet.
Specifically, nanowires are formed from a patterned thin film that has been deposited on the
SOI wafer. Next, the substrate is placed in Hydrofluoric acid (HF) briefly to release the
nanowire thin film and then a PDMS sheet is placed attached to the wires and used to peel
them from the SOI wafer. The PDMS sheet containing the nanowires is then placed on a
warm epoxy sheet, after conformal contact the epoxy is heated and the PDMS is carefully
removed revealing aligned in plane with surface nanowires. Figure 2 illustrates an overview
of the SNAP process.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the steps for transfer printing SNAP nanowires onto plastic
substrates. A. Nanowires are etched into single-crystal silicon-on-insulator substrate. B.
The exposed oxide is etched and a piece of PDMS makes conformal contact with the
nanowire surfaces. C. The PDMS with adhered nanowires is peeled back from the host
substrate. D. A plastic substrate is spin-cast with epoxy. E. The PDMS makes conformal
contact with the plastic, and the epoxy is cured. F. Peeling back the PDMS leaves behind
the SNAP nanowires in their original orientation, but on plastic.(Reproduced with
Permission from [6]).
The prepared nanowires obtain most of their electrical properties from the thin films
from which they are patterned from. Since doping at the nanoscale can result in devices with
non statistical and unpredictable behaviour[43], this type of doping is one of the advantages
of this process, wires and can be tailored chemically in the prefabrication phase by doping
the bulk material instead of the post process nanowires. Melosh et al[44], using earlier form
of the SNAP method, that used stamps or templates, was able to synthesize nanowires on the
order of 8nm with matching boron and arsenic doping levels near 1018/cm3. As a result, this
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has led to the more recent use of the SNAP technique in the development flexible nanowire
based sensors demonstrated by McAlpine et al 9 7].
The SNAP technique has been a useful tool in the evolution of nanowire based
electronic and device integration science. This has been accomplished using a template
transfer method to yields wires that are aligned and preformed. However, this technique has a
major drawback in the area of material handling. The PDMS transfer process involves the
physical handling of nanostructures, which could result in the loss of material through
breakage from PDMS attachment, heating and subsequent removal, and transfer through the
lab atmosphere. Lee et al [42] demonstrated a nanowire transfer method that allows for
nanowire patterning without the use of SOI wafers. Nanowires with diameters of 20-200nm
and lengths of 5 to 100µm were fabricated as freestanding bridges using controlled
micromachining processes. Back gated and top gate p-channel field effect transistors were
demonstrated with varying results. As made top gated devices work better than p-channel
devices due to lack of thermal heating need to properly diffuse dopants into surface. This
annealing would have damage the as prepared nanowire assembly, so the annealing did not
take place. As such, the contact were masked and deposited and measurement proceeded
without annealing.
2) Dielectrophoresis
The movement of particles via electrical or magnetic fields, in liquid media, is the
next step from nanowire pattern transfer. This movement allows for their manipulation of
without physical handling exposure to prolonged heat treatment. This is an advantage in the
placement of cells, cellular components, and marker particles, which are affected by
unnatural temperature fluxes[45]. Another advantage, is that particles don’t need not be
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charged, since particles display electrophoretic property in the presence of electric fields
9;. In addition to being drifted through media randomly, particles can be arranged,
separated, and concentrated (localized) by manipulation of external ac forces.
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is process at involved in the movement of charge particles via
dipole moments.
Dielectrophoresis is a versatile tool that allows for the manipulation of nanoscale
materials such as single and multi wall carbon nanotubes[47, 48]. This type of deposition
involves the application of non-uniform electric fields with mild voltages, thus making it
useful in wide range of applications that involve the micro assemble of nano structures or
nano materials (figure 3) 9 ;.

Figure 3. Process to create micro-assembly sensors Gold electrodes patterned on
silicon (1) are submerged in a dispersion of either SWNT’s’ or RGO. An AC
voltage is applied (2), and the drop is blown off to produce micro-assemblies
[Courtesy MacNaughton IEEE 2010]
When a particle is place in an electric field, its experiences forces applied by that nonuniform field, depending on the material whichever pole is experiencing the strongest force
will dominate and the particle will move in that direction. This process works using both AC
and DC field. This is due to the field gradient effects on the particles and is governed by the
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simple for of time averaged DEP and the Classius-Mossotti function for homogenous sphere
surrounded by a conducting liquid medium [45, 50],
𝐹𝐹 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟  𝜀𝜀 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝜀𝜀 ∗ − 𝜀𝜀 ∗
∇ 𝐸𝐸
𝜀𝜀 ∗ − 2𝜀𝜀 ∗



where 𝑟𝑟the radius of the sphere is, 𝜀𝜀 ∗ is the complex permittivity of the sphere in the

medium, and 𝜀𝜀 ∗ is the complex permittivity of the medium. Additionally, varying the AC
frequency can be used as a tailoring mechanism for sorting of particles of specific resonances
and determining electrical property attributes [51].
Using DEP Pohl et al [51] selectively separated live yeast cells from dead yeast cells,
while maintaining the viability of the live cells. Yeast cells were chosen due to their ability to
survive in low ionic solution i.e. water and were of appreciable size for imaging. On
application of 30V the cells agglomerated and the biasing tips within seconds (15 to 30s). To
test for selectivity the yeast cells were rendered non-SF>?IB?VSFLIBQ@OVPQ>IPQ>FKFKD>Qf!
QL f!  2EBPB AB>A @BIIP TBOB MI>@BA FK JBAFRJ TFQE IFSB @BIIP >KA ?F>PBA  TFQE LKIV QEB
live cells being attracted to the biasing tip while the dead cells remain un-phased. 30V was
applied to live cells for 30 minutes without any cell death or reproductive interference
observed. It was observed that, 1) high frequency electric fields moved live cells, 2) low
conductivity media, and 3) non-uniform electric fields should be considered when separating
live viable cells from dead cells. Carbon nanotubes since their discovery by Ijima [14] have
been the target of selective DEP for integration into CMOS technology as thermal sensors.
Agarwal et al [48] integrated CNT’s into a CMOS-based device using a low temp DEP
process and zincation pretreatment. Parylene-C was used for improving CNT contact. The
CNT’s were assembled as the gain contact for an inverting amplifier circuit with I-V
measurements indicating accurate thermal detection with a -  TFQEFK > f! QL f!
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temperature range. Similarly, Chen et al [52], assembled single wall nanotubes on CMOS for
thermal sensing and observed identical thermal readings and amplifier gain measurements.
In the realm of gas sensing assembled a CNT’s have found use[[49, 53], with
assembly model being extended to nanowires[54, 55]. MacNaughton et al[49] assemble
CNT’s and grapheme based materials on Si for gas sensing, using DEP. CNT’s and
grapheme materials were assembled on Si at frequencies ranging 50KHz to 500MHz, with an
applied bias of 2.5 to 10volts peak to peak. Assembly was complete within 5 minutes.
Assemblies of CNT’s were recorded to be 100% on every attempt. Resistance change via gas
exposure yielded fractional changes in resistance in the range of 15% for vapor tested (Sarin
and Soman nerve agents). Dan et al [54], assemble polymer nanowires for methanol and
nitrogen gas sensing. The nanowires were synthesized using an anodic aluminum oxide
(AAO)9  ; . Response and recovery were rapid with device experience 90% of their
change in 30secs .The nanowires were not sensitive but not selective, expected for this
system. However, nanowires did not show significant baseline drift in comparison to thin
film sensors of similar properties.
3) Direct Growth Integration
The direct growth technique integrates nanostructures directly into testing devices,
usually without physical handling of substrates or material pre nanowire synthesis. This
integration is usually accomplished by the placement of nanowire catalyst or growth material
directly on substrate via deposition (CVD, sputtering, electron beam, etc) is a technique uses
bottom up synthesized nanostructures, and places them directly into sensing devices, by way
annealing and heat treatment.

This technique had yielded aligned nanostructures in
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combination with the VLS method direct growth integration has been used to integrate
nanowires in lateral growth structures for gas sensing using a device structure.
Using a top-down approach, Conley et al. have directly assembled ZnO nanowires
into a working device fabricated on silicon-on- insulator substrates. [58] Using an Atomic
*>VBOABMLPFQBA@LKCLOJ>I8K-AFBQEVIWFK@MOB@ROPLO>KA&-T>QBOS>MLO>Qf!PBBA
layer, wires were fabricated without any metal catalysts. Growth occurred when substrate
were exposed to Zn vapor at 800-f!CLO>MMOLUFJ>QBIVJFKPTFQE>KO@>OOFBOD>P
flow rate of 30-80 SCCM with trace amounts of oxygen present. The fabricated bridges grew
across trenches and self-terminated upon reaching a wall or flat surface. The wires were
demonstrated to be functional as 3-terminal transistors and ambient gas sensors. UV
(photoluminescence) characterization was performed, but yielded typical response for ZnO.
However, the transistor data showed the ZnO nanobridges to have poor contact resistance;
this was due to non metallization pre and post processing. Authors suggested contact
resistance improvement by metallization and using a lower temperature growth method that
would allow for such metallization to occur without disturbing other process flow
parameters. The gas sensor enabled wires were sensitive to ambient at room temperature. It
was also noted that oxygen was a contributor to the conduction of the wires, providing charge
species to contribute to device operation.
In Contrast, a bridging technique (bottom-up approach) to connect metal catalyzed
nanowires between etch oxide grooves in Si has been developed [59-;. Islam et al. 9;
Laterally grown Si nanowires were used a connectors to bridged etch <111> planes that had
been previously formed by anistropically etching <110> oriented silicon wafers (figure 4).
These wires were made electrically conduction by doping during growth using p-type



Borane, which was added during the chemical vapor deposition process used to synthesize
the nanowires. Data from this suggests linearity and that proper contact between the
electrodes wall was made. Contact resistance was not affected in the doping range tested. The
average resistance across the nanowires was 350kΩ. The nanowires intersected the opposing
wall of the et@EBA QOBK@EBP >Q f^  f   2EB K>KLTFOBP TBOB >MMOLUFJ>QBIV KJ FK
diameter; this is estimated by the micrographs provided and knowledge of the growth
conditions. Theoretical calculations and simulations revealed that nanowires with diameters
of 10nm would collapse under their own weight if growth distances exceeded ~40µm, while
a nanowire of 100nm could extend up 800µm before failure. These calculations neglect the
influences of native oxide and residual stress induced by the growth process. Also, when
nanowires terminate upon the opposite trench wall it was observed that the catalyst was
present and the attachment is proposed to be of Si-Si bonding.

Figure 4. Schematic diagrams of (a) trench formation, (b) catalyst
deposition, (c) lateral nanowire growth, and (d) bridging across
trench. [Courtesy Islam [51]]
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Hochbaum et al9; have integrated silicon based nanowires into predefined
structures using with gold colloids as a seeding layer. Using a SiCl4 precursor, the VLS
process was used to grow wires that were aligned and single crystalline. Process temperatures
were 800-f! TFQE>ODLK@LKQ>FKFKD&2 10% used as a carrier gas. The growth substrate
was <111> and the wires grew normal to this surface. Colloids seeds with diameters of 50
^  ^ ^ VFBIABATFOBPLC^^  ^ KJ OBPMB@QFSBIV 
Traditionally, wire grown via VLS have diameters relating closely to their seed diameters,
however wire diameters were slightly larger than seed colloids. It was suggested that this was
due to an influx of Si into the colloids and alloy causing the seed droplets to swell in size
until the super-saturation needed for wire growth occurred. Using a variation of the SNAP
process the Au colloids were transferred into patterned trenches (micro channels), vertical
growth was observed with the above characteristics of growth still valid.
Direct growth integration is effective due to the removal of physical handling of the
nanowires and preferential placement of nanowires into preformed structures. Additionally,
in the articles reviewed, the thermal budge has not been compromised during integration.
However, the use of SiCl4 precursor poses a risk. It is hazardous and safety protocols have to
be put in place before its use. It is possible that this chemical could make CMOS integration
difficult, if it byproducts were to etch away trenches and gate oxide present in the existing
structures. This process could be optimized if a non volatile source or precursor could be
found, that would eliminate the use of hazardous materials for nanowire integration.
Conclusion
Nanostructures, such as nanotubes, nanowires, nanorods, have aided researchers in
developing devices in the fields of biological and chemical sensing, energy harvesting, point-
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of-care therapeutics and more. As reviewed above nanowires have generated interest and are
poised to be the next step in smaller systems. In laboratories nanowires have proven useful in
single testing applications, but for commercial use a technique of mass production and
system integration needs to be investigated. Therefore, the ability to synthesize them on
distant and desired locations, for the purpose of performing variety of processes e.g. sensing,
is of importance. A variety of concerns remain when considering integrating systems and
materials, such as process parameters, system functionality, and limitations of integrated
structures.

To address the issue of nanowire integration into microscale systems

experimentation pertaining to nanowire synthesis, biocompatibility, and integration are
presented in the following chapters.

Chapter 3
Experimental Methods and Fabrication Techniques
This Chapter gives details the various experimental techniques used to explore the
challenges of integrating oxide nanostructures into microscale devices. The processes
presented cover the areas of metrology, thin film deposition, lithography and wet chemistry
techniques.
X-ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique that is used for phase identification and
elemental composition of materials. XRD’s measure the average spacing between layers or
rows of atoms to determine characteristics such as orientation, grain size, crystal structure.
Additionally, measures of size, shape, and crystalline stress can also be determined.
Measurements are taken when x-ray photons collide with electrons, a portion of incident
beam photons will be deflected (diffracted). These diffracted waves, which are associated
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with different atoms from target surface, interfere with each other and the resultant intensity
is affected by such electron interaction.
X-ray diffraction analysis works on the basis of Braggs’ Law. Braggs’ diffraction
occurs when incident waves are diffracted from crystals and the resultant distributions are
sharp interference by peaks with similar symmetry. These peaks and symmetry, if
constructive can be if in multiples of 2π can be expressed by Braggs’ Law,

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 2𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑…..figure 1
Where,
n – An integer by the order,
λ – Wavelength of the X-rays,
d – Spacing between the atomic lattice, and
θ – Angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes
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Figure 1. Simulation schematic showing fundamentals of
Braggs’ Law [Courtesy Stonybrook University]

XRD data presented in this dissertation was acquired using a Panalytical X’PERT PRO
MRD. This device is research diffraction system equipped with hybrid and germanium (440)
mono chromators, an X-ray mirror, fixed divergence slit and cross slit. Also included are
triple axis & rocking curve attachments for precision beam optic measurements. The sealed
CuKa detectors included with this model have an efficiency of 84%, with a goniometer that
has a programmable step size of 0.0001. Software and data collection was performed using
Philips X’Pert Data collector, High Score for data interpretation, and Smooth fit for
automated fitting, and Expitaxy (Curve fit & simulation software) 9;.
Scanning Electron Microscope
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a magnification device that images objects
via focused beam electron rastering. Data collected from the electron object interface can be
used to learned information about the morphology, crystal orientation and structure, and
chemical composition of sample under study 9;. Briefly, SEM’s work by producing
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magnified images using electrons, a direct contrast to traditional microscope, which use light
for imaging. An electron beam (incident beam) is projected from an electron gun in vacuum.
This incident beam travels vertically through electromagnetic fields and lenses which are
adjusted to condition (sharpen/focus) beam towards the sample observation. The beam
strikes the target and detectors collect secondary electrons, backscattered electron and X-rays
to form an image that can be examined and stored (figure 2). The Hitachi S-800 was used to
acquire images used in this dissertation. The Hitachi S-800 uses a cold cathode field emission
source to generate electrons and is capable of 300,000x magnification of images of sample
with 2nm resolution. Additionally, this model is can perform Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS). EDS is a tool that can be used to perform chemical analysis on samples
below 1um using an X-rays. The X-rays detected using this process are representative of the
quantities of each element present in sample9;.
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Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscope diagram. [Courtesy Iowa State
University]
Transmission Electron Microscope
Transmission electron microscopy is an imaging technique that is used to view and
analyze materials at the atomic/molecular scale. Specimens examine using this technique are
thin and observed on small grid structures. TEM analysis occurs when electron source emits
electrons that travel through vacuum vertically. The electron beams is focus by
electromagnets into a thin beam and then the beam travels into the sample, where electrons
(unscattered) are collected by a fluorescent screen and analyzed through a viewer (figure 3).
Objects of varying are noticeable based on their contrast in color. Transmitted (unscattered)
electrons form bright field images. In contrast, diffracted (scattered) electrons form dark field
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images. Conventional TEM studies of crystalline materials often use the diffraction contrast
mechanism (which is the variation of intensity of electron diffraction across the sample) to
produce either of the images. Bright field and dark field images are complementary, usually
displaying contrasting views of images, for the purpose of revealing shaded/ in-depth
morphological features.

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscope and diagram.
[Courtesy Nobel Peace Prize.org]
TEM data presented in this dissertation was acquired using a Tecnai F20. The Tecnai
F20 is high resolution device outfitted with both bright and dark field detectors for high
resolution imaging. Additionally, the microscope uses a Schottky field emitter as an electron
source, high beam stability and long life. The device also features a point and line point
resolutions of .24nm and .102nm, respectively, with a camera length 30mm-4.5m and an
>@@LJM>KVFKDAFCCO>@QFLK>KDIBLCf>KAALR?IBQFIQ>KDIBCLOQEBPMB@FJBKLCf9;.
Experimental Methods in current research
4 inch n-type silicon wafers were coated with metal catalyst via thermal evaporation.
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Initially, Si<100> wafers were used with Au and Pd catalyst for initial weight gain and
growth studies. However, for vertical alignment experiments Si <111> substrates with Au
and Pd catalyst were used for nanowire synthesis. The metal deposited wafers were cleaned
in buffered oxide etchant, to remove native oxide and hydrogen peroxide, to remove organics
and dried with nitrogen. Then the substrates were diced into 1cm x 1cm pieces, for placement
into furnace for high temperature annealing.

Figure 4. Thermco MB-71 Laboratory Diffusion Furnace [Courtesy Surplus
Process Equipment Corp]
An open tube furnace(figure 4), the Thermco MB-71 , was used to induce nanowire
growth via the Vapor Liquid Solid growth mechanism[8]. The furnace is a three zone unit
CB>QROFKDT>QBO@LLIBAEB>QFKDBIBJBKQP LMBO>QFKDQBJMBO>QROBP?BQTBBKf!QLf! 
and with a tube diameter of 4.5 inches and length of 30 inches. Nanowire growth trials were
performed at 1050°C, for a range of times varying from 5min to 240, using the parameters
IFPQBA FK CFDROB   2EB EFDE QBJMBO>QROB CROK>@B T>P O>JMBA RM QL f! >Q  f! MBO
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minute. During ramp-up Argon was used as a purging and carrier gas and (25 SCCM flow
rate) was to remove contaminating species present in the furnace tube. Pd sputtered samples
were placed on a small silicon wafer (donor substrate) and introduced into the furnace and
heated.

Figure 5. Quartz-tube furnace setup and growth parameters used for nanowire
synthesis.
The prepared samples were weighed pre and post heating, to determine the substrate
weight change, using a high precision microbalance. After calibration with a known
calibration sample, the nanowires samples were placed on the scale and sealed within its
plexiglass walls and then measured. Results from this study are presented as an appendix in
this dissertation.
Nanowire integration into interdigitated microelectrode structure was performed at
f!  TFQE > DOLTQE PL>H QFJB LC JFKP LK LUFAFWBA 1F  PR?PQO>QBP 
Morphological characterization of the wires was carried out using Hitachi SEM S800, S4800



SEM) fitted with an EDS detector. High resolution structural studies were carried out using
transmission electron microscopy (FEI Tecnai F30 TEM) with SAED and EDS capabilities.
Surface functionalization of these nanowires was done using Prostate antibody solution. For
modification, a PSA antibody solution (10 mM, pH 7.0, 0.9% NaCl) containing 5 mM
$B!,−/4− was placed on the devices and allowed to incubate for 24 h. The sensor was
then washed thoroughly with PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4), In this case the phosphate buffered
solution was used to remove any unbound biomolecules on the electrode surface and then
incubated with a solution containing prostate specific antigens.

Chapter 4
Growth Characteristics of Metal Catalyzed Silica Nanowires
I.

Introduction

Synthesizing nanowires is of great importance in understanding their properties and
preparing them for sensing applications. Future sensors will require a refined growth
technique that will yield wires that can be modified for increased sensitivity. The VaporLiquid-Solid (VLS) growth technique has been used successfully in the synthesis of the
metal catalyzed nanowires. During VLS growth, a metal droplet acts as the sight for a vapor
phase Si absorption. From the supersaturated droplet, Si precipitation occurs at the droplet
site and Silica nanowires grow simultaneously consuming/dispersing the metal catalyst along
the length of the wire and into growth chamber.
Metal catalyzed 1-D nanostructures, such as nanowires, have the potential to
revolutionize technological areas such as personal health care and homeland security 9 
;. This is due to their adaptable morphology, which has led to nanowire use in
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environmental monitoring and cancer therapeutics 9  ;. The next step in nanowire
evolution is their integration into devices usable for in-vivo drug delivery and measurement
of intra-muscular activity. However, one of the primary challenges of producing devices such
as these is developing a method that yields nanowires of reproducible morphology and
chemical composition. Developing a method for controlled and oriented growth of nanowires
that lends itself to large-scale manufacturing is needed for their commercialization.
Among these, palladium (Pd) and gold (Au), transition metals have been used as a
catalyst in VLS nanowire growth, due to occurrence of Pd-1FBRQB@QF@>Qf! [71] and Au1FBRQB@QF@>Qf![29]. We report the use of the VLS growth mechanism with Au and Pd as
a growth catalyst for SiOx nanowire synthesis at 1050ºC and 1150 ºC. These temperatures
are chosen as an intermediary and outlier values, respectively, to provide a comprehensive
representation of the influence of temperature and time on nanowire synthesis.
In the paragraphs below results nanowire growth factors were explored and
investigated to determine simple, reliable and reproducible techniques for controlled, bottomup manufacturing of silica nanowires for integration into sensing structures for mass
manufacturing. The results of the studies explain the role of temperature and time on
nanowire morphology.
Growth of Amorphous Silica Nanowires via VLS on <100> Si
A. Experimental
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Carrier Wafer

Growth Substrate

Sample Holder

Argon Gas Flow

Figure 1. Diagram illustrating sample setup and gas flow into furnace
tube.
Silica nanowires were grown on 4-inch Si<100> wafers. Initially, the wafers were
cleaned using a standard RCA cleaning procedure to remove any organic and inorganic
contaminants, and then deposited with a thin layer of growth catalyst (5 nm of Pd) and diced
into 1cm2 coupons. Later, the coupons were placed into an open tube furnace for nanowire
synthesis via the VLS growth mechanism (Fig 1). During the initial ramp-up of the furnace,
argon (99.9%) was used as a purging and carrier gas, to remove contaminating species from
the heating tube and to aid silicon transport during growth, respectively.
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Figure 2. Time stamp at f!PELTFKD@>Q>IVPQBS>MLO>QFLKCLOK>KLTFOBDOLTQE>
5mins, b) 20mins, c) 75mins, and d) 90mins
Nanowire growth trials were performed at two temperatures, 1050ºC and 1150ºC. The
growth temperatures were chosen based upon the Pd-Si phase diagram[30] and previous
OBPRIQP 1>JMIBPTBOBEB>QBACLOS>OFLRPQFJBP         >KA
mins) so that catalyst development and growth morphology could be monitored and growth
conditions recorded.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS),
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were used to monitor catalyst evaporation,
verify elemental composition, and determine nanowire morphology, respectively.
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B. Results and Discussion
Figure 2a-d is a SEM composite showing Pd catalyst consumption at 1050°C for 5,
20, 75, and 90 min intervals. Nanowire growth was immediately noticeable at 5 minutes of
annealing. As the annealing time was increased the wires grew longer and began to appear
denser covering the substrate by the 20 minute time mark.
Between 20 to 75 minutes, an accelerated nanowire growth was observed (not shown). Also
the metallic catalyst located at the tips of the nanowires was noticeably smaller. Beyond 75
minutes, growth in z-axis was observed to be significantly slowed. At 90 minute mark the
metal catalyst was nearly evaporated. Figure 3 depicts Si etch pits with Pd globules sunken
wafer surface (nanowires removed).

5µm

Figure 3. Silicon etch pits on surface of wafer, with
nanowires removed.
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Figure 4. SEM images showing stunted nanowire growth >Qf!CLO>JFK ?JFK c)
90min, and d) 120min time stamps.
Next, Pd deposited Si substrates were subjected to 1150°C using the same processing
andfabrication steps used for the 1050°C, to establish a nanowire growth boundary.
However, growth trials did not yield any nanowires. Figure 4, an SEM composite, confirmed
the presence of scattered Pd globules, but absent of nanowires. Further, the expected
substrate trenches from silicon etching were also not present.
Typically, the nanowires continue to grow till the catalyst (Pd) is unavailable. This
QOBKA@>K?BL?PBOSBA>Qf!>PPELTKFn Figure 2a-d. When the growth condition was
extended beyond 90 mins, after the catalyst was consumed, growth was observed lengthwise.
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However, lateral growth was observed at higher time scale. This lateral growth is typically
attributed to a combination of VLS and OAG mechanism as suggested by Sekhar [17]. OAG
is characterized as nanowire growth without the presence of metallic catalyst at high
temperatures [27, 72] &LTBSBO K>KLTFOBPPVKQEBPFWBA>Qf!BUEF?FQBAQEBMOBPBK@BLC
Si and Pd, suggesting that during growth the catalyst is dispersed in the growth chamber and
along the stem of the nanowires. Figure 5 shows the Transmission Electron Microscopy
image and Energy Dispersive x-ray Spectroscopy data of the same wires, verifying the
catalyst presence in the nanowires. Since the temperature of the furnace was kept constant
during growth for all annealing times, it is possible that the presence of the dispersed Pd
particles along with vapor phase SiO contributed to the lateral development of the wires.

A

B

50nm
Figure 5. (A) EDS on silica nanowire sample revealing the presence metallic
catalyst (Pd) dispersed along the length of the wire. (B) Transmission Electron
Micrograph (TEM) of silica nanowire without palladium visible.
Furthermore, during the initial growth stages of silica nanowires at 1050f! BQ@EMFQP
were observed as shown in Figure 2a and shown again in Figure 3(without nanowires). This
was caused by the uneven dissolution/ evaporation of silicon from the substrate. When
annealed in high temperature atmospheres in the presence of low oxygen partial pressure,
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surface roughening of silicon substrate occurs, causing silicon to be etched from the surface
instead of being oxidized, as identified by Suzuki [73] and observed by Sekhar [74],
Yang[75], and Kim9; in their reports on oxide nanowire manufacturing, growth
environment characterization and nanowire functionalization, respectively. However, this Si
surface removal and subsequent pit formation serves as the main source of silicon for
nanowire formation. At 1050fC, VLS has been the dominant growth mechanism. A
simplified growth model depicting four distinct stages i.e., a) oxide formation, b) nanowire
nucleation and Si etch pit formation, c) nanowire growth, and d) nanowire growth saturation
FPPELTKFK$FDROB

Oxide layer

SiOx
nanowires

Eutectic
Alloy

SiOx nanowires
(Catalyst
co
su ed)
consumed)

Arr

C
D
Si etch
i
$FDROB 1@EBJ>QF@'IIRPQO>QFLKLCJBQ>I@>Q>IVWBA4*1DOLTQE>Qf! 
A) Deposition of Catalyst, B) Eutectic Liquid Alloy and Si pit formation,
C) Nanowire Growth, and D) Saturated nanowire growth
A

B

The growth of Pd catalyzed silica nanowires at 1100fC suggested that nanowire
synthesis occurred in two separate phases, VLS and OAG [27], and that growth was reliant
on SiO vapor for continued growth. Direct comparison of data at 1100°C [74] and 1050°C
revealed that nanowires produced at the higher temperatures had thicker diameters and longer
lengths than those produced at 1050°C. A separate experiment was performed with annealing
QBJMBO>QROBPBQQLf!CLOQEBMROMLPBLCDOLTFKDTFOBPQE>QTLRIA?BI>ODBO>KAEB>SFBO
@LJM>OBAQLQELPBDOLTK>Qf!>KAf! Growth trials at the 1150°C yielded results
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@LKQO>AF@QLOV QL f! DOLTQE M>QQBOKP (Figure 4), stunted nanowire growth. We have
observed that the presence of oxygen in the ambient environment and native oxide on Si
substrate surface both serve as contributors to the growth of nanowires in an open tube
furnace growth systems. Imbalance’s in this gas equilibrium has been observed to be
detrimental to nanowire growth [17]. However, it is the change in temperature COLJf!
QLf!QE>QE>P@>RPBAQEB4*1MOL@Bss to be halted.
When the nanowire synthesis temperature is increased the O2 (provided by SiO from
wafer dissolution) needed for growth becomes limited due to an increase in vapor pressure
(Fig 7). Q QEB f! >KA ILTBO QBJMBO>QROBP DOLTQE T>P MLPPF?IB with the use of the
>AAFQFLK>I LUVDBK PLRO@B >J?FBKQ  &LTBSBO  >Q f! QEB >J?FBKQ PLRO@B FP KLQ BKLRDE
(well above 10-5 needed for Si surface etching) Thus, Si etching of the wafer is prevented,
super saturation of Pd globules does not occur and nanowire growth is halted. This effect is
suggested to explain the stunted growth observed at 1150°C. Moreover, observations from
the above experiments provide insight into techniques that can be used to integrate nanowires
into Si based structures, by adjusting oxygen partial pressure in conjunction with process
temperature to inhibit etch pit formation or site specific nanowire placement. Recently, the
above growth conditions and observations were used to integrate silica nanowires into
microelectrode structures for chemical sensing application[2]. Efforts are being made to
integrate these nanowires into CMOS platforms for environmental monitoring.
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Figure 7. Equilibrium vapor pressures of silicon and
its oxides. "Reprinted with permission from [Suzuki,
T., Effect of annealing a silicon wafer in argon with

C. Conclusion
Metal catalyzed silica nanowires were grown using the VLS growth mechanism and
the effect of temperature and time on growth has been reported. The composition of the
nanowires was found to be primarily silicon and oxygen with Pd dispersed along the wire
stem. These experiments establish that nanowire growth can be tailored through control of
growth parameters. Using such controls silica nanowires were grown with diameters of
125nm ± 5%. This has been established through the controlled study of effect of time and
temperature. The wires stop growing at 1150º due to lack of Si vapor provided by the low
oxygen partial pressure etching of Si substrate.
Growth Optimization of Silica nanowires catalyzed with Au on <111>
Using current growth processes the VLS mechanism can be used to yield dense
forests of nanowires and with the inclusion of metal catalysts these wires can be tailored and
their morphologies i.e. diameter and length can be predictable.. However, the VLS process is
a parasitic process by design. This is due to the removal of silicon from the growth substrate
surface, used for wire growth. This removal of the growth substrate could prevent the


integration of VLS grown nanowires into CMOS structures due to possible device damage
during nanowire integration. Below a technique is presented that demonstrates the use of a
capping layer to address this silicon dissolution from the growth substrate.
A. Experimental
Silica nanowires were grown on 4-inch Si <111> wafers, to determine the role of substrate
orientation in wire growth.

The wafers were cleaned using a standard RCA cleaning

procedure to remove any organic and inorganic contaminants, and then deposited with a thin
layer of growth catalyst 5nm Pd and Au and then diced into 1cm2 coupons. The coupons were
placed into an open tube furnace for nanowire synthesis in three different configuration
involving a carrier substrate (to hold the wafer), growth substrate (with 5nm metal film), and
a carrier wafer (to provide source of Si). During the initial ramp-up of the furnace, argon
(99.9%) was used as a purging and carrier gas, to remove contaminating species from the
heating tube and to aid silicon transport during growth, respectively.

The growth

temperature was chosen based upon the Pd-Si [30] and Au-Si diagrams and previous results.
For aligned nanowire growth and <111> substrate is used based on Wagner and Ellis’[8]
original assumptions concerning the whiskers growth via VLS Figure 8a. To prevent growth
substrate etching via the VLS a Si capping layer is used as the primary source of vapor phase
Si instead the growth substrate figure 8b. The capping layer is kept at a distance of 500µm
away from the growth substrate surface, so as to interfere with the length of the wires as they
ow from the substrate.
grow

Figure 8. a) Diagram of <111> Si substrate setup for aligned nanowire growth, b)
diagram of <111> Si wafer for aligned growth with <100> cap layer used to
prevent growth substrate etching during nanowire synthesis
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B. Results and Discussion
Figure 9a-c is an SEM composite of silica nanowire growth catalyzed with Au at 1050C for
JFKRQBP 2EBPBTFOBPTBOBDOLTKRPFKDQEBPR?PQO>QBPBQRMFKCFDROB> "RBQLQEBILKDBO
growth time the substrate floor is densely covered with nanowires. From the micrographs
nanowire growth was observed to be more vertically aligned and oriented when compared to
samples grown at the same temperature and time duration on <100> substrates. The surface
of the growth substrate was smooth; however evidence of Si etching was noticeable, as
indicated by groove pits beneath the wires (fig 9b, c). This is evidence that Si dissolution did
occur and that the primary source of Si in this growth method is still from the substrate itself.
Metal particles (Au globules) (Figure 9b) are still noticeable at the tips of the wires and the
nanowire diameter is in of 100-150nm in agreement with previous by work presented in this
chapter.
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C

2.5µm

B
5µm

5µm
Figure 9. SEM composite of nanowire Si <111> growth substrate a) nanowire growth with
noticeable wafer pitting /etching, b) magnification showing aligned wires with metal tips and etch
pits in background, c) magnified area showing etch pits and isolation growth patches
Also, the carrier wafer had noticeable nanowire growth and etch pit formation. Au
was not deposited on this substrate, so catalytic VLS nanowire growth was not expected. It is
possible that nucleated droplets on the growth substrate during the vapor phase could have
migrated, due to carrier gas flow (Ar) onto the carrier wafer, to cause nanowire growth.
However, while etch pits were noticeable, revealing the Si wafer dissolution, the metallic tips
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that have been observed in all the previous experiments were not present, the signaling the
possibility of another growth mechanism occurring concurrently during metal catalyzed
VLS. Micrographs (Figure 10) of the wires show them to be randomly oriented, expected
nanowire growth on a Si <100> surface. The diameters (Figure 10d) on the growth substrate
were similar those observed of metal catalyzed wires grown on <100> substrates, and edax
(Figure 11) showed the area containing the wires to be of silicon and oxygen content. These
observed results were interesting but were not researched any further and concluded to be
related to the oxide assisted growth method (OAG) discussed in chapter 2.

A

B

100µm

5µm
D

C

2µm

200nm

Figure 10. SEM composite of nanowire growth on carrier substrate a)
Randomly oriented growth, b) Zoom in on same area, c) 70K magnification of
single wire, and d) etch pit on carrier wafer surface
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Figure 11. EDAX of area on a carrier wafer containing nanowires confirming
the presence of Si and O, absent metal catalyst.
Next, Figure 12a-c is a composite micrograph of the nanowires prepared using the
growth setup in figure 8b. Overall the nanowires were observed to more vertically align than
those grown on Si<100> wafers. The bending of the wires is attributed to the carrier gas
force used to drift Si on metallic globules to influence growth. Metallic tips were observed at
the end of the nanowire stems and edax of the area confirmed the presence of Si, O and Au,
as expected (Figure 12d). The substrate surface was smooth and clear of the etch pits
expected, when nanowire synthesis occurs via VLS. This is attributed to the use of the
topside capping layer above the growth substrate. This capping layer changes the primary
source of silicon, thus preserving the growth wafer substrate, but in Figure 12c, surface
grooves/ridges are present. The contributions of the ridges are unknown, but wire growth in
these areas was not present, an indication that the carrier etch formation occurred on the
capping layer (figure 13). However, an alternate theory of etch pit formation on top carrier
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can be linked to the possible evaporation of Pd catalyst onto top carrier surface. This is
possible due to the micron separation length of the growth substrate and top carrier. For the
catalyst to evaporate and redeposit on the top carrier and continue the VLS process, the
catalyst would need to boil off the surface of the growth substrate. The enthalpy of
vaporation for Pd is 357kJ/mol measured at its boiling point of 29f! These values are not
in agreement with VLS growth environment used to synthesize silica nanowires. However,
the eutectic system of Si-Pd introduces a new energy system not addressed by traditional
enthalpy values and measures. Initially, the etch pits on the top carrier wafer are attributed to
the dissolution of Silicon which has been reported to occur at the processing parameters of
this study, but a more absolute statement can be made once the enthalpy’s of eutectic
systems elements are better understood.
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Figure 12. SEM composite and EDAX of area prepared with top carrier layer place over substrate nanowire growth on
carrier substrate a) Aligned growth, b) 3000 magnification C) 10K magnification, and D) EDAX of area confirming
presence of Si, O, and Au.
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2.5µm
Figure 13. Silicon capping layer with etch pits on surface, evidence of Si
dissolution on this surface instead of growth substrate.
Conclusion
Silica nanowire synthesis was achieved, while preserving the growth substrate. The
growth substrate was left intact with indented ridges as primary surface marks. The expected
etch pits were not present, this was due to the use of a capping layer (bare Si wafer) above
the growth substrate. This capping layer served as the primary source of silicon, thus
preventing etch pitch formation on the growth substrate. These results were realized on a Si
<111> oriented substrate. Silica nanowires grown on these surfaces were aligned with
metallic tips intact and morphologies similar to those grown on <100> substrates in the
previous section. This technique has demonstrated that aligned wires can be produce via VLS
without the use of vacuum or toxic silicon precursors. Additionally, the growth substrate
surface was preserved from significant structural damage, which directly implies that this
technique could be used to integrate nanowires into microscale devices where the growth
substrate should be left unaffected morphologically from the growth tor annealing process.
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Chapter 5
Metal Catalyzed Silica Nanowires for Biosensors Applications
Introduction
After observing and understanding nanowire growth kinetics needed to produce
structures of proper orientation and elemental composition, the next step in fabrication of a
complete device was integration of nanowires into a micro-scale sensing structure. An ideal
structure(figure 1) would be intact both with pre-existing and integrated structures properly
formed and integrated. So far, the Vapor Liquid Solid growth method has been shown to be
effective at synthesizing nanostructures in a simple and repeatable form without destruction
the targeted growth substrate.
For demonstration of this integration technique a microelectrode interdigitated
sensing structure has been chosen. These interdigitated electrodes (IDE’s) were chosen due
to their demonstrated use as sensors in surface acoustic wave (SAW), biological and redox
applications with potassium ferro/ferrihexacyanid[77, 78]. Additionally, this structure has
been optimized by Alexander et al for an impedance analysis of epithelial breast cancer cells,
using an optimized IDE spacing to improve bio-impedance response, sensitivity and improve
signal to noise characteristics[79]. The integration of these nanostructures into this preexisting and demonstrated device could yield promising result in terms of increased sensing
area, from utilization of nanowire stems and interdigitated planar surface. However, such
integration has presented challenges that involve metallurgy (IDE composition), fabrication
(barrier layer placement/removal), nanowire integration (annealing temperature/time) and
analytic toxicity due to nanowire incompatibility.
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To address the above mentioned challenges silica nanowires were selectively placed
in a space measuring 5um in width and the length of one the electrode fingers. Using the
VLS process catalyzing material e.g. a metal (Pd and Au) were placed in the confined area
annealed to produce nanowires. Upon integration, the optimized IDE structure was preserved
after high temp annealing (nanowire integration) and was found to electrically conductive.
Impedance Spectroscopy measures of Anti-Prostate Antigens were used to eclectically verify
the presence of the silica nanowires within the structure and indicated by a resistive change
upon nanowire integration. A study is presented below addressing the issue of nanowire
toxicity. Specifically, the effect of prolonged silica nanowire exposure to cellular media
containing epithelial breast cancer cells has been investigated. This is fundamental for the use
of future applications that may involve the placement of such nano-micro hybrid devices in
vivo biosensors.
In this chapter the topics of silica nanowire cytoxicity and microscale integration are
presented and discussed. The discussion below highlights in detail the single step
methodology used in integrating silica nanowires into the 5um spacing on the interdigitated
microelectrode structures (IDE). The Vapor-Liquid-Solid growth process was used to
facilitate this growth. Additionally, analysis of breast cancers cells in nanowire containing
media is presented below to verify the biocompatibility of a microscale device containing
integrated nanostructures for use with human biological tissue.
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Figure 1. Ideal sensing device with vertically
aligned
silica
nanowires
integrated
into
interdigitated microelectrode structure.

Optimized growth and integration of silica nanowires into interdigitated microelectrode
structures for bio sensing
Experimental
The silica nanowire based biosensor was developed on an interdigitated
microelectrode structure. A schematic of the IDE is shown in Figure 2. The electrode device
has two working electrodes and a comb like pattern along the length of structure. The comblike structures form the sensing area. IDE’s are preferred structure for electrochemical
biosensors, due to the ability to amplify the detection, which is strongly dependent on the
inter-electrode separation. Although, interdigitated electrodes with an electrode separation of
less than one micrometer are desired for maximum signal amplification, due to lithographic
limitations, the microelectrodes have been designed to have a 5 µm separation. This distance
will facilitate the interaction of nanowires with the biomolecules and result in a fast detection
of PSA.



Figure 2.Schematic drawing of the interdigitated microelectrode
device structure used for nanowire integration and sensing.

The interdigitated microelectrode devices were fabricated on a 4” silicon substrate.
Figure 1b illustrates the process sequence used to fabricate the electrodes. Initially, the
silicon substrate was thermally oxidized to grow a 300 nm thick oxide layer. This is grown to
prevent electrode contact with the silicon wafer surface. Direct contact with the substrate
could possibly cause and electrical short, bridging the electrodes and the silicon surface and
possibly disrupt the electrical reading of the device.

After oxidation the wafers were

patterned with a negative resist and lithographed to reveal spacing for electrode development
on the silicon wafers. The microelectrodes and IDE were formed with a 20nm Ti adhesion
layer and 150nm Pt deposition for electrode formation. Pt also does not readily oxidize in
ambient environments; this is of concern, due to ambient exposure of device during machine
transfer between fabrication steps and would help to ensure structural integrity throughout
the fabrication /nanowire synthesis process. Both metals were deposited without breaking
vacuum using electron beam deposition. Following deposition the wafer containing these
devices was placed in metal etchant for liftoff, to remove resist and metal to reveal the IDE
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microelectrode pattern. Finished devices contained 24 individual sensing devices, each with a
structure composed of 35 interdigitated fingers measuring 10µm pitch and 5µm width, and
providing a total sensing area of 500µm. The devices were cleaned with deionized water and
nitrogen dried, and then diced as individual die for nanowire integration.
Figure 3a-c is an image of the fabricated interdigitated electrode device and flow
diagram for nanowire integration. To perform the next critical step, silicon oxide use to
separate the electrodes from substrate surface needed to be removed and Au would need to
be deposited in these areas. The deposited Au would serve as a catalyst for nanowire growth,
but only on those regions that where Au and silicon were in contact with each other. A bath
of buffered oxide etchant of 5:1 composition was mixed and used to selectively remove
silicon oxide from the wafer surface. Then, a thin layer of catalyst Au (5 nm) was deposited
by evaporation technique. The thin metallic layer between the electrode fingers will serve as
the seed layer (catalyst) for nanowire growth. This technique also serves as a nanowire
growth deterrent on the electrode, thus controlling the growth location. Silica nanowires were
produced by high temperature annealing using the Vapor-Liquid-Solid mechanism 9  ;
Silica nanowire integration optimization was performed to determine the optimal conditions
(annealing temperature and time) that would yield the densest amount of nanowires without
damaging microelectrode structure.
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Figure 3a-c. Schematic and flow diagram illustrating the Microelectrode/Nanowire
integration process a) Fabricated interdigitated microelectrode device, b) Process flow of
electrode fabrication and nanowire integration, and c) inset of interdigitated electrodes
showing catalyst placement for nanowire growth.
For nanowire synthesis, the devices were placed individually in an oxidation furnace.
The furnace was heated to 1050C in the presence of Argon ambient flowing at 25sccm.
Argon was used as a purging agent to remove contaminating species from the furnace
chamber and as a flow gas to support nanowirB CLOJ>QFLK   DOLTQE QFJB LC JFK T>P
selected from previous experimentation. It was determined based on growth trials and weight
BPQFJ>QBPJLABIFKD QE>Q JFK >Q > QBJMBO>QROB LC ! TLRIA VFBIA K>nowires of
approximately 100-125nm in diameter and length of several microns. This size is needed to
allow for future functionalization of wires and for this purpose they are customized as such.
Wire growth was performed with the Si capping layer and without.
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Antibody Immobilization
Interdigitated microelectrode devices with nanowires were successfully grown inbetween the electrodes and functionalized with anti-PSA for PSA detection. The IDE’s were
pre-cleaned and exposed to the PSA antibody solution for surface modification. For
modification, the PSA antibody solution (10 mM, pH 7.0, 0.9% NaCl) containing 5 mM
was placed on the devices and allowed to incubate for 24 hours. The sensor was then washed
thoroughly with PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4) to remove any unbound biomolecules on

Antigen Attachment
IDE’s

Nanowire Integration

Antibody Attachment

Figure 4. Antibody immobilization to form the biosensor. (Reproduced with Permission
[2] )

the electrode surface and then incubated with a solution containing prostate specific antigens.
The fabricated bio-electrodes were characterized using the electrochemical impedance
technique at each solution/chemical addition step to determine antibody binding and antigen
detection, respectively. Figure 4 schematically illustrates the antibody immobilization to
form the biosensor.



Results and Discussion
Structural Characterization
The nanowires were characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) to determine the structure of the nanowires as well
as the microelectrode integrity.
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Figure 5. Angled view of interdigitated microelectrode with dense nanowires
grown between the working electrodes a) 1k, b) 2k, c) 3k, and d) 10k
magnifications.
Figure 5 shows an SEM micrograph of the silica nanowires integrated into an
interdigitated structure. The nanowires are randomly oriented and tangled, as expected on a
Si<100> wafer and found to be confined between electrodes. Nanowires are dense and the



substrate floor is covered. A capping layer (wafer cover) was not used, so it is understood
that the growth substrate itself is the supplier of vapor phase Si, which would lead etch pits o
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on the wafer surface (not shown). . The electrodes were left intact, with surface
rippling noticeable, attributed to the some annealing effects. Electrical continuity of
interdigitated fingers was found to be intact.



$FDROB >-c are micrographs of the silica nanowires successfully grown between Pt
IDE’s with Si capping layer placed a distance of 500µm from electrode surface. The
nanowires are more vertically aligned than those grown without the capping layer. The
morphologies of the structure are identifiable such the prominent metallic tips at the ends the
nanowire stems. Nanostructure growth was confined strictly between electrodes without any
noticeable over hang, as observed with on surfaces grown without capping layer.
Additionally, the electrode surface was left intact with a smooth planar top surface, rough
portion were noticed on the sidewalls of the electrodes. EDS of the area confirmed the
presence of expected elements, those that the electrode is composed of and those within the
nanowires. Figure 7 is a TEM image showing a single intact nanowire. Figure 7c shows the
granularity of the nanowires confirming amorphous structure and additional analysis revealed
the composition of the wire stem to be composed of Si2 and O. XRD in figure 8 confirms the
observed peaks in EDS (Chapter 4) and corresponds to reflection planes of SiO2 and
correlates with those reviewed in literature. The broad XRD peaks are attributed to the
nanoscale formation of wires.
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Figure 7 TEM of a nanowire revealing its composition to be amorphous
and with a diameter of approximately 50nm.

C

Figure 8. XRD confirming the nanowire composition be of Si, O and Pd. Scale bar in 8c is
.3µm. [Courtesy Praveen Sekhar]



3.2 Bio-Electrical Characterization
Nyquist plots of impedance spectra were plotted to study (a) the change in the charge
transfer resistance at the biosensor interface after anti-PSA binding with and without the
nanowires on IDE, (b) the change in charge transfer resistance with antigen attached to blank
IDE and IDE with nanowires. All EIS spectra were recorded in PBS (10 mM, pH 7.4)
containing 5 mM as a redox probe.
Figures 8 and 9 show Nyquist plots of impedance spectra measured on the
interdigitated

electrodes

without

and

with

nanowires,

respectively.

Interdigitated

microelectrode device without nanowires (Figure 8) shows an increase in charge transfer
resistance (diameter of PBJF@FO@RI>OM>OQCOLJΩ@ROSBFQL Ω (curve (ii)) after
anti-PSA binding on blank IDE’s. This indicates the binding of antibody on the device
PROC>@B $ROQEBOQEBFK@OB>PBLC@E>ODBQO>KPCBOOBPFPQ>K@BQL Ω as showing in curve
(iii) reveals successful binding of antigen onto antibody. The increase is attributed to the fact
that binding of PSA create extra insulating layer on electrode surface thus resulting in
hindrance to charge transfer from solution to electrode and hence increasing the charge
transfer resistance.
Figure 9 shows the Nyquist results with nanowires grown in place with IDE’s. In
comparison to the blank IDE as shown in Fig. 8, curve (i) - sample with no wires; higher
initial charge transfer resistance LC  Ω is observed in Fig. 9, curve (i). With antiPSA
bound to the silica nanowire, the contact resistance increases to 13975 Ω as shown in Fig. 8
curve (ii). This large increase in resistance can be attributed to increased binding of anti-PSA
on large sensing surface area provided by the integration of the silica nanowires. Lastly, an



FK@OB>PBQLΩ with antigen attachment is observed as shown in Fig. 8 curve (iii). This
reveals the intact activity of bound antibodies in silica nanowire network.

(i) Blank IDE
(ii) IDE w/AntiPSA
(iii)IDE w/Antigen
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Figure 8 Nyquist plots of (i) Blank IDE, (ii) IDE with
AntiPSA, and (iii) IDE with Antigen (Reproduced
with Permission[2] )
For each of the curves presented above, an increase is resistance was observed with
each testing phase and solution addition. This increase in resistance was expected due to the
insulating nature of the antibodies and antigens. Similarly, previous work with these
electrodes reported by Arya et al [80]revealed similar resistance trends from antibody/antigen
attachment. The resistance change after the antiPSA attachment to the nanowires was
unexpected. Based on work reported by Murphy-Perez et al [81] antiPSA attachment should
have caused a change on the order of 4000- Ω. This could be due to the partial
detachment of the nanowires causing this substantial increase in resistance.
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Figure 9 Nyquist plots of (i) Blank IDE with nanowires, (ii) IDE
with AntiPSA/nanowires, and (iii) IDE with Antigen/nanowires
(Reproduced with Permission[2])

Conclusion
In summary, nanowires have been grown successfully and “in place” on a working
substrate using the VLS method. TEM and EDAX data indicate wires were amorphous and
the metal catalyst used for growth was distributed along the length of the wires, respectively.
SEM micrograph revealed integration of nanowires in microelectrode structures of IDE’s.
Conductivity studies suggested electrically intact properties of microelectrodes. EIS spectra
taken after nanowire/IDE integration showed a noticeable increase in resistance after the
successful attachment of antibodies and antigens. This observable increase in resistance will
make it possible to further functionalize these devices for attachment with self-assembled
monolayer’s (SAM’s) for enhanced detection of biologically important analyte and cancer
biomarkers.



Quantitative impedance analysis of nanowires and cancer cell

Experimental
Nanowire synthesis
Silica nanowires (NW's) were grown using the vapor liquid solid method[8, 9] on 4′′
silicon wafers. Initially, the Si substrates were cleaned with buffered oxide etchant to remove
any native oxide formed on the surface and a 5 nm thin palladium was deposited via e-beam
evaporation as growth catalyst. An open-tube furnace was used for growing the nanowires,
which was heated to 1050 °C and purged with argon during the entire process. Argon served
as a carrier gas for vapor phase silicon and to remove contaminating species from furnace
tube. The Pd-sputtered Si substrate was placed on a bare Si wafer and placed onto a quartz
boat, which was loaded into the open-QR?BCROK>@B 2EBP>JMIBT>P>KKB>IBACLOJFKRQBP
at 1050 °C, to yield a dense formation of wires that would be suitable for characterization
and cell testing. Figure 10a shows an SEM image of the nanowires grown with this process.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) revealed the nanowires to have diameters on average
of 100–200 nm in width and EDS verified wire elemental composition to be silicon and
oxygen with palladium growth catalyst dispersed along the length of the wire.



Figure 10 > 1#+ JF@OLDO>ME LC PFIF@> K>KLTFOBP >KKB>IBA CLO  JFKRQBP >Q 0 _C. (b)
Electrode arrays were fabricated on a glass substrate from Cr/Au using a standard lift-off procedure.
A single counter electrode (4 mm) is placed in the center surrounded by eight working electrodes
(D1–D8). (Reproduced with Permission[1])

Microelectrode device fabrication and preparation
Microelectrode arrays were fabricated to monitor monolayers of Hs578T epithelial
breast cancer cells (ATCC: HTB-  2EB electrode geometry, shown in Figure 10b
contains a circular array of 8 working microelectrodes (diameter = 250 µm) with a single
counter electrode (diameter = 4 mm) in the center. The counter electrode is made much larger
than the surrounding working electrodes to ensure that the impedance of the cellular
monolayer dominates the measured impedance as opposed to impedance of the electrodes.
Electrodes were designed to increase the spatial resolution over currently available electrode
designs. By incorporating a circular array of working electrodes, multiple areas of a single
culture are monitored during a single experiment. In addition to increased spatial resolution,
this incorporates measurement redundancy, an essential requirement for generating
statistically significant results. The microelectrode arrays were patterned on a 4′′ glass wafer
using conventional lithography technique followed by thin film deposition of Cr (15 nm) and


RKJQLABCFKBQEBJF@OLBIB@QOLABP>KA@LKQ>@QM>AP *>QBO QEBBIB@QOLde tracks were
insulated using SU-8 and cloning cylinders were attached to the devices using SU-8 to hold
the culture medium and cells covering the electrodes. The cloning cylinders were reinforced
and leak-proofed using high vacuum grease. The fabricated devices were cleaned with
isopropanol, deionized water, and then sterilized by dry heat sterilization for 90 minutes in an
oven at 170 °C.
Cell culture and inoculation
Hs578T epithelial breast cancer cells (ATCC: HTB-TBOB@RIQROBAFK"RI?B@@LP
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 0.01
mg ml−1 bovine insulin and 1 mg ml−1 penicillin–streptomycin antibiotics (all amounts
indicated are final concentration). During culture and experiments, cells were kept in a
humidified atmosphere (incubator) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Cells were grown to 90%
confluence and then harvested using a 25% trypsin/EDTA solution. Viable cells were then
removed to a separate flask and counted using a hemocytometer and the tryphan blue
exclusionary technique. Prior to cell seeding microelectrode surfaces were pre-treated with
0.1% type B bovine gelatin solution (Sigma). Microelectrode arrays were incubated with
gelatin solution for 30 minutes and then rinsed with complete culture medium prior to cell
seeding. This surface treatment improved cellular attachment to electrodes for experimental
impedance monitoring. Cells were then seeded onto impedance devices at a density of

2×

104 cells per device. Microelectrodes were connected to the switching circuit located inside
an incubator and monitored for 24 hours or until baseline measurements stabilized.
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Nanowire preparation and inoculation

Pd-catalyzed NWs were scraped from the growth substrate and weighed to be
approximately 200 µg. In order to avoid contamination, NWs were then sterilized in an oven
at 170 °C for 90 minutes. Sterilized NW's were then added to 1 ml of sterile growth medium
(DMEM) and dispersed using ultrasonic agitation for 1 minute. A stock solution of
NW/DMEM of 200 µg ml−1 was refrigerated at 4 °C until needed for further dilution and cell
inoculation. Cells were inoculated with nanowire–medium solution with final concentrations
of 1 µg ml−1, 50 µg ml−1, and 100 µg ml−1.
Impedance measurements
An Agilent 4294A Impedance Analyzer was used to make impedance measurements.
Measurements were recorded using a 10 mV peak to peak voltage over a frequency range of
100 Hz to 1 MHz and were kept in an incubation chamber at a temperature of 37.1 °C and an
atmosphere consisting of 5% CO2 to stabilize the environment for continuous cell growth.
Impedance measurements were controlled remotely using an HP desktop computer with
Labview software and an in-house switching circuit capable of monitoring 4 devices in
parallel. In order to provide electrode functionality, baseline measurements were recorded
using DMEM growth medium prior to cell seeding. Damaged electrode connections, due to
residual photoresist or scratched electrode contacts, were discarded at the end of the baseline
experiment.
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Next, cells were seeded onto devices, and cellular impedance was monitored for 24
hours prior to inoculation with nanowires. Once cells reached 100% confluence and cellular
impedance stabilized, cells were removed from the incubation chamber and varying
concentrations of nanowire solutions (0 µg ml−1, 1 µg ml−1, 50 µg ml−1, and 100 µg ml−1) were
then prepared and seeded into the devices as described in the previous section. Finally, cells
were immediately returned to the incubation chamber and the impedance of each device was
then recorded once per hour for a minimum of 24 hours for real-time monitoring of cellular
impedance.
Equivalent circuit modeling

Internally designed Matlab programs and Excel (Microsoft) spreadsheets were used to
calculate impedance magnitude and phase data recorded by the impedance analyzer. Initially,
Bode plots were used to visualize magnitude and phase data calculated for each measurement
on a specific device. In order to assess changes in the culture, a time plot was then created;
monitoring the average |ZX@>I@RI>QBA>Q H&W 2EFPCOBNRBK@VFPPFDKFCF@>KQ?B@>RPBFQ
lies within the “beta dispersion” where the capacitive impedance contributed by the cellular
membrane is highest[82, 83] making it a good indicator of cellular activity. Equivalent circuit
modeling via Matlab was used to extract parameters for baseline measurements. Two
different equivalent circuit models were used to fit data using the complex nonlinear least
squares (CNLS) method. Initially, all data was fit to (Fig. 11a) denoting lack of cellular
presence. CPEdl represents the double layer capacitance at the electrode interface
and Rsrepresents the solution resistance. Data was next fit to (Fig. 11b) to detect cell
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presence. Fit accuracy was evaluated by sum of squared error (SSE); where, parameters
extracted with the smallest SSE value were taken to represent the system.

Figure 11. Baseline impedance spectra were first recorded using medium and then used to
normalize cellular impedances for device D07. Measurements were fit to (a) to indicate lack
of celIRI>O MOBPBK@B >KA ? CLO @BIIRI>O MOBPBK@B  @ ,LOJ>IFWBA X8X >Q   H&W TBOB
recorded for 24 hours. (Reproduced with Permission[1])
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Results and Discussion
Baseline characteristics of cellular monolayer
To prove device functionality baseline measurements were first recorded for devices
using only culture medium. This ensured electrode connectivity and provided a reference to
compare with measurements of confluent cellular monolayers. The extracted parameters for
the baseline (Fig. 11a) indicate that no cellular presence is detected within the culture and the
impedance of the system is best approximated as a solution resistance in combination with
the double layer capa@FQ>K@B  >PBIFKB FJMBA>K@B S>IRBP >Q   H&W JB>PROBA CLO B>@E
functional electrode (non-functional electrodes not reported) were recorded and used as
normalizing factors for all future time plots of monitoring impedance changes. Values close
to one indicate baseline characteristics and a very small change in impedance.
A time plot of data collected from the six independent working electrodes located on
one device is shown in Fig. 11c, as an example of the increased spatial resolution made
possible with this electrode design. It can be seen that at time zero, impedance measurements
are very close to unity, indicating that while cells are present in the culture area, they have
yet to spread over the electrodes and contribute to the impedance. Over the nexQELROPQEB
impedance begins to increase rapidly due to cellular attachment to the substrate, eventually
settling between an impedance increase of a factor of 1.5 and 2. It is important to note that
the rate of increase varies over different electrodes, indicating differences in cellular
coverage within the chamber. The measured impedance responses for electrodes D1–"LK
the electrode map correspond directly to specific spatial locations within the culture (see
Microelectrode device fabrication and preparation section). From this data, it can be inferred
that the majority of cells are initially attached to the area surrounding electrodes D4–" 
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Cellular migration and division cause the impedance measured by other electrodes to rise
when cells spread across them as time progressed.
CQBO  ELROP  ABAF@>QBA FK@OB>PBP FK FJMBA>K@B ?BDFK QL Q>MBO LCC >KA JB>PROBA
impedance begins to fluctuate for each electrode indicating cellular confluence. The small
fluctuations over time correspond to the micro motion of cells across the surface of the
electrodes, as seen previously in prior studies[84]. Equivalent circuit parameters extracted 24
hours after cellular seeding (Fig. 11b) confirm cellular presence. The equivalent circuit
model representing cell presence was chosen because SSE values were smaller than SSE
values obtained with the alternate equivalent circuit model.
Cellular impedance response to nanowire inoculation
After 24 hours of incubation, devices were then seeded with concentrations of
nanowires including: 0 µg ml−1, 1 µg ml−1, 50 µg ml−1, or 100 µg ml−1. Fig. 12 shows the
impedance response of the cancer cells to various concentrations of nanowires. A small
increase after the first hour can be attributed to an initial decrease in impedance caused by
being removed from the incubation chamber and restabilizing once returned to standard
growth conditions. Over time, only controls and cells seeded with 1 µg ml−1 of nanowires
remained attached and spread onto the electrodes. Cells that remained viable on the
electrodes exhibited a stable impedance magnitude that continued to fluctuate in a small
range due to cellular micromotion and activity. Cells inoculated with concentrations higher
than 1 µg ml−1, in contrast, showed dedicated reductions in impedance magnitude
immediately after initial seeding. After approximately 30 hours, cells exposed to the highest
concentration of nanowires (100 µg ml−1) reached near baseline characteristics. This
indicates that all cells had completely detached from the surface, resulting in cell death.
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Figure 12. SBO>DBX8X>Q>COBNRBK@VLC H&WOB@LOABACOLJB>@EBIB@QOLABLK>
single device with the standard deviation for a minimum of 24 hours. Lower
concentrations (0 and 1 mg ml-1) of silica NW maintain stable impedance while those
with higher concentrations (50 and 100 mg ml-1) undergo decreased impedances.
(Reproduced with Permission[1])
In this study, real-time impedance responses were used to monitor cellular bio
impedance of the epithelial breast cancer cell line Hs578T in response to palladium catalyzed
silica nanowires. Online cellular impedance measurements verified the results of previous
studies indicating that a high concentration SiNW negatively impacts the viability of a
confluent cellular monolayer.9  ; Julien et al.examined the mechanisms of cell death
induced by exposing 3T3-L1, HeLa and Panc10.05 cellular cultures to silica nanowires and
examining the effects at multiple time points. Cell counts taken using the tryphan blue
exclusionary technique indicated that cells exposed to silica nanowires continued
proliferative activity at the control concentration of 37 µg ml−1, compared to cells exposed to
the apoptosis inducer cycloheximide (CHX), which resulted in cell death. Further inspection
showed relatively low caspase 3 and 7 activity indicating that minimal apoptosis is induced


upon exposure to silica nanowires alone. This suggests that cell death due to nanowire
inoculation occurs mostly because of necrotic processes, induced by physical displacement
from the surface as opposed to apoptotic processes induced by cytotoxic effects of the
nanowires. Our data revealed similar trends, showing an inert response to silica nanowires at
1 µg ml−1 concentrations for periods up to 48 hours (data not shown) with no negative effects
on cellular proliferation monitored via the cellular impedance. Higher NW concentrations
resulted in decreases in the cellular impedance (Fig. 13a) representing weaker tight junctions
and cell adherence to the electrodes, eventually leading to total cell death within the first 24
hours of exposure. Our impedance based system was capable of real-time monitoring via
multiple measurements of a single culture. This improves upon the temporal resolution
available to procedures using standard assays, reducing the need for redundant samples.

Figure X. (a) Impedance response of cells on a multiple electrodes on a device exposed to
50 mg ml-1 of silica nanowires. (b) SEM image revealing high density of nanowires
causing cell death. (Reproduced with Permission[1])
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In addition, the inertness of silica nanowires is further supported by the apparent
spatial dependent response to nanowire inoculation at 50 µg ml−1. Fig. 13a shows that
decreases in cellular impedance did not occur in concert. A sharp reduction in impedance is
first seen at electrode D1 after six hours post NW-seeding. At 18 and 20 hours, the
impedance at electrodes D2 and D3 drops significantly. Finally, at approximately  ELROP
the impedance drops at the remaining electrodes indicating total cell death. The staggered
effect on the impedance can be attributed to the random distribution of nanowires within
suspension. Qi et al. examined the effect of high concentrations of nanowires on cellular
adhesion by incubating HepG2 cells with 100 µg ml−1 of silica nanowires immediately after
@BIIRI>OPBBAFKD  LC@BIIPTBOBCLRKAQL?B>AEBOBKQ>CQBOELROPLCFK@R?>QFLKTEBK
compared with cells incubated alone. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) found that rounded and poorly adherent cells had high
levels of silicon surrounding them. Additionally, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) found a down regulation in expression of adhesion specific proteins
integrin, FAK, and Col I.
Our recorded impedance data confirms that areas exposed to larger amounts of NW
died off faster than those in areas with lower amounts. After impedance measurements were
complete, devices were imaged using SEM (Fig. 13b). It can be seen that areas surrounding
electrodes contain a higher concentration of NWs which impeded cellular adhesion to the
surface causing cell death. Furthermore, it was seen that cells can also be mechanically
punctured by the NW. Finally, these results demonstrate a unique approach to studying the
interactions between biomaterials and nanomaterials. By integrating a new electrode design,
multi-spatial monitoring of a single cellular culture was realized.
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Conclusion
A new multi-spatial electrode design and real-time impedance monitoring system
were used to demonstrate a potential application of monitoring the bio impedance of
biological systems. Quantitative impedance measurements were used to verify prior
experiments that found that lower concentrations of silica nanowires are inert when exposed
to cellular cultures, evidenced by stable fluctuations in the measured impedance overtime. At
concentrations of 50 and 100 µg ml−1 nanowires have fatal interactions due to mechanical
disturbances that prevent proper adhesion to the surface. Due to the capability of this system
to work in real-time, it improves upon the design of traditional experimental assays because
it allows a higher number of time-points to be assessed without the need for increasing the
number of experimental samples. Also, the use of an 8-electrode array enables multiple
measurements of the same sample, adding spatial resolution and statistical value through
measurement redundancy. By offering quantitative, real-time, and non-destructive
measurements of nanowire–cell interactions, this system is a viable complement to standard
endpoint assays.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Outlook
Conclusions
Nanostructure integration into microscale sensing devices has been demonstrated
using silica nanowires. The nanowires were integrated into an interdigitated microelectrode
device without the use of commonplace nanowire transfer methods. A direct grown method
was used to place nanowire into microscale device and was achieved without damaging the
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pre –existing sensing structure, by tailoring nanowire catalyst placement and synthesis
atmosphere. Nanostructures formed using these approaches were uniformed in size and
dimension with predictable morphologies and chemical compositions. Sensor platforms with
K>KLTFOBPQOR@QROBPTBOBPVKQEBPFWBA>Qf!LK1FPR?PQO>QBP>KATBOBMOL@BPPBAFK
ambient environments without the use of hazardous precursors.
Silica nanowires were observed to determine how their physical and chemical
properties could be tuned to develop devices, which could be mass produced with SERS
substrate capabilities. Growth kinetic experiments performed using gold and palladium
catalyst yielded dense and consistent silica nanowire growth. This consistent growth led to
the development of growth model fitting, through use of the Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) and Bayesian hierarchical modeling. It was determined from gathered data
that an exponential-linear model was the best for fitting silica nanowire growth and was used
to produce

optimal nanowire growth patterns via Vapor Liquid Solid (VLS) growth

methods. Further, the thermodynamic contributions of silicon and oxygen to the growth of
silica nanowires was explored and used to explain growth factors that contributed to growth
FKEF?FQFLK>QQBJMBO>QROBPEFDEBOQE>Qf!.
For potential use as in vivo diagnostic aid silica nanowires were examined in the
cellular media containing epithelial breast cancer cells to determine the possible cytoxic
affects. Quantitative studies were performed on this media using impedance spectroscopy, a
technique used for studying cellular interactions in real time. It was found that palladium
catalyzed silica nanowires were toxic to breast cancer cells, especially at higher
concentrations. Cells seeded with 50 and 100µg/mL of nanowires was prevented from
proliferating a mechanical effect, as opposed to necrotic. However, over time (24 hours) the
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1µg/mL concentration of nanowires began causing mechanical disturbances in cellular
interaction leading to cell death. This studied revealed that in lower concentration nanowires
could be used as a diagnostic aid for short periods, which coincides with the current point of
care objectives rapid and efficient sample testing and diagnostic correlation.
Additionally a method for direct nanowire integration was developed that allowed for
silica nanowires to be grown directly into interdigitated micro-scale sensing structures. This
technique eliminated the need for physical nanowire transfer thus preserving nanowire
structure and performance integrity, which could lead to reduces fabrication cost. Successful
nanowire integration was physical verified using Scanning Electron Microscopy and
confirmed electrically using Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of immobilized
Prostate Specific Antigens (PSA).
Lastly, this work contributes to the use of nanostructures in unison with pre-existing
micro-scale platforms as a gateway to improving drug delivery, point of care testing, and
patient diagnosis. The experiments performed above serve as a guideline to addressing the
metallurgic challenges in nanoscale integration of materials with varying composition and to
understanding the effects of nanomaterials on biological structures that come in contact with
the human body.
Future Tasks
Opportunities for further investigation past the tasks past the work presented are as
follows but are limited to:
a)

Enhance hydrogen gas sensing using Pd catalyzed silica nanowires.

Studies so far have shown that nanostructures can be used to detect/discriminate at the
molecular level, but mass manufacturing of systems that contain them are non-existent.
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Silica nanowires are typically synthesized with Pd as the catalysts. This facilitates a sensing
platform with high surface to volume ratio. Thereby, utilizing the nanowires for gas detection
will yield enhanced and discriminatory response. To address this, data will be collected that
pertains to, a) validating the nanowire gas detection mechanism thru biological particle mass
transport, to verify sensing electrical viability, and b) studying the factors influencing the
morphology of nanostructures, specifically tailoring nano-surfaces to insure reaction with gas
particles.
b)

Dielectric Barrier Layer Template/Polymer Temperature Characterization.

An alternative method for site-specific growth of silica nanowires on silicon wafers will be
demonstrated using PECVD SiO2 dielectric barrier layer. The motivation for this work is to
explicate the factors contributing to residual stress, deformation and fracture of PECVD
silicon oxide films so as to obtain a quality film to be used as the DBL. PECVD oxide films
are typically compressive and often cause convex wafer bowing.
The objective is to obtain a low tensile stress silicon oxide film by adjusting the
relative concentration of the carrier gases in the plasma to control the film buckling and
exploring others materials such nitride as replacement for SiO2 and a can be used for
selective growth of silicon-based nanostructures (Figure1). Oxide film strength can be
monitored using Stoney’s equation to calculate the stress of the silicon oxide[87], where E is
the Young’s Modulus, v is the Poisson Ratio, ts is the substrate thickness, tf is the oxide
thickness, and R1 and R2 is the wafer curvature of the bare silicon wafer and the deposited
oxide layer respectively.
S=

E ts 2 ⎛ 1 1 ⎞
⋅
⎜ − ⎟
1 − v 6t f ⎝ R1 R2 ⎠

[87]
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Figure 1. Nanowire growth restricted to by patterned DBL (a) Mask design of the a
ideal Dielectric Barrier Layer system (b)SEM image of NW growth confined by an
actual Dielectric Barrier Layer design.
c)

Site specific placement of VLS catalyst for patterned nanowire growth

Additional understanding of metal catalyst is needed in order to grow nanostructures in
patterned positions. Producing nanowires in such an ordered and with aligned positioning
will aid in their use as detection mechanisms, by providing additional access via nanowire
stem to analytes or other enzymatic agents. Most importantly, is the need for to exploration
into the

minimum catalyst drop size is needed to synthesize a single wire from a molten

droplet. This data could be used in tandem with optimized growth conditions to fabricate a
device structure that contains elements (nanowires) and is fully customizable, depending on
sensing strategy or detection need (figure 2).
d)

Copper was explored as nanowire growth catalysts. This material was specifically

chosen for low temperature application. In work by Yao et. al [88] Cu was used a catalyst
for low temperature synthesis of Si-?>PBAK>KLTFOBP>Qf! 2EBRPBLC@LMMBO>P>@>Q>IVPQ
aligns well the use of Si-based nanowires due to the possibility of immediate integration into
Si-based IC structures, as of current Cu is used an interconnect material. In the BioMEMS
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and Microsystems laboratory, nanowires with were produce using copper TEM grids and Si
T>CBOP>Qf! $igure 3 is a table top SEM micrograph showing the nanowires to
vertically oriented moderate uniformity towards the middle of image. The tips of the wires
are narrow and pointed with catalyst at tip. This is suggestive that the Vapor-Solid growth
could be controlling the synthesis of these wires.

These wires, with their low growth

temperature and favorable morphologies have application in systems that involve the
integration of nanostructures with microscale devices.
e)

Lastly, differing growth substrates should be considered, for purpose of cost

reduction and fabrication ease. Towards this in goal, graphene based nanostructures have
been suggested and presented as new emerging technologies. Recently, Mohseni et. al [89]
have produced vertically aligned high density single crystalline InAs nanowires graphene
substrates using van der Waals epitaxy. This growth technique and substrate materials will
make graphene based materials mainstream due to graphene’s low cost and flexibility
characteristics, a direct contrast to properties of silicon based materials.

Figure 2. Ideal sensing device with vertically
aligned
silica
nanowires
integrated
into
interdigitated microelectrode structure.
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500nm
Figure 3. Nanowires grown from copper grid using silicon
@>OOFBOT>CBO>Qf! [Courtesy Angela Colucci]
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ABSTRACT
There is plenty of modeling work from a physical perspective in nano-manufacturing.
Due to their deterministic nature, however, they are inadequate in characterization of nanomanufacturing processes as large variability is generally observed. The stochastic nature of
processes involved in nano-manufacturing means opportunities for statistical modelling. The
challenge in integrating existing physical knowledge in such statistical models is that
physical knowledge is often presented in differential equation form which may have no
closed form solution and thus yields difficulties in determination of likelihood function.
Another issue is that the observations are often with large noises. In this study, we propose a
method that naturally integrates physical knowledge with statistical model by using
approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method. In this approach, the use of likelihood
function can be avoided and we can estimate the parameters in the differential equation form
physical models directly. Numerical simulation as well as a case study based on silica
nanowire growth would be included to show the performance of the proposed approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nano-manufacturing is the controllable manipulation of materials structures,
components, devices, and systems at the nanoscale (1 to 100 nanometers) in one, two, and
three dimensions for large-scale reproducibility of value-added components and devices [1].
It is the essential step in transferring the advances in nanotechnology into commercial
production and achieving their potential. Currently, however, there are still great challenges
facing nano-manufacturing as the typical yield of nano-devices is 10% or less[2]. Process
modeling will provide the needed understanding and is of great importance in order to obtain
improvement. The current physical models, however, cannot describe the real process
satisfactorily as there is large variability [3-4]. In this study, we will propose a novel way
based on Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) method to integrate such physical
knowledge with statistical models which has large potential in characterizing nanomanufacturing processes.
Specifically, we will use Si nanowire growth process as an example. The advantages
of studying the Si nanowire growth is that there are large amount of physical knowledge
available[5-9].Those physical models, however, due to the difficulties in obtaining closed
form solution and large variability in experiment observations, cannot be directly applied.
This makes this process be a good candidate to try our new approach.
In section 2, we first introduce some existing physical model for Si nanowire growth.
Approximate Bayesian computation method will be introduced in section 3 followed by
simulation study and a case study based on actual silica nanowire growth data.
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2. PHYSICAL MODEL FOR SI NANOWIRE GROWTH
Since vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism been introduced for the whisker growth in
 ?V 5>DKBO >KA #IIFP9;  QEBOB >OB QTL HFKAP LC JLABIP ?BBK ABSBILMBA  K>JBIV 
absorption-induced[5-7] and diffusion-induced models[7-9]. Ruth and Hirth[8] proposed a
NW growth rate model:
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, if NW length L ≤ L = 2Dτ, as L is the diffusion length

 ( /)


, if   L > L

where D is diffusion coefficient, τ is mean life time of adatom on the NW wall, Ω is

atomic volume of Si, J is impingement flux, R is NW radius, N is adatom concentration at
the liquid alloy, and N is adatom concentration at the base substrate. For more complicated

molecular beam epitaxy, Dubrovskii et.al[5] developed a model to unify two types of VLS
models. Those physical models, presenting in differential equation forms, often do not have
closed form solution and thus present a challenge for building statistical model based on
them as there is no closed formed maximum likelihood function. Another issue is that in
nano-manufacturing, data is often limited as the sampling procedures are both time
consuming and expensive. As a result, the maximum likelihood estimator, which based on
the asymptotic behavior of the samples, could be inappropriate. In [3-4], Huang et.al
proposed to use Bayesian framework to avoid those problems, but those work are limited
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with model structures which have an explicit functional dependence between response and
input variables and cannot be directly applied in the case when the dependence is in a
differential equation form as we discussed.
3. APPROXIMATE BAYESIAN COMPUTATION
For Bayesian parameter estimation setting, we have a likelihood function f x θ , prior

distribution π(θ) on the parameter space Θ. With those information, we can obtain the
posterior distribution of θ by computing f θ x ∝ f x θ π(θ) given the observed x. The

difficulty lies in the fact that for the nano-manufacturing, the physical knowledge often
presents in an ordinary, partial or stochastic differential equation form and a closed form
solution can be difficult to obtain or even nonexistent.
Approximate Bayesian computation makes use of simulation in performing statistical
inference in this setting[10]. Due to its ability to deal with normally analytically or
computationally intractable complex systems, it is widely used in estimation in biological
systems[11-14]. In [11], ABC is used to estimate the parameters in models describing
complicated Y chromosome microsatellite mutation process. Beaumont et.al [12] argues that
the ABC method combines many advantages of Bayesian inferences as well as high
computational efficiency when summary statistics are used instead of entire observed data
set. Markov Monte Carlo method has also been proposed to be integrated into ABC to
improve acceptance rate and further improve computational efficiency [13]. The ABC
method, however, also has some limitations due to the potential information loss due to the
use of summary statistics and the evaluation of approximated posterior distribution [13]. For



our study, as we choose to use all observed data instead of summary statistics, the
information loss issue is avoided and the adequacy of approximated posterior distribution’s
adequacy can be checked by the estimation result.
The key idea of ABC is to replace likelihood function evaluation by parameter
simulation from prior distribution. For example, if our model is that:



= g x|θ , y = a, with X = (x , … , x )

Our objective is to estimate θ based on noisy observation Y  = Y + ε, ε~N 0, σ I

as Y = (y , … , y , … , y ) corresponding to X values. The difficulty with standard Bayesian
estimation procedure is that it may be impossible to integrate g x θ analytically and thus we

cannot get an analytical expression of likelihood function f x θ . In this case, with ABC
rejection algorithm, we simply generate θ∗ from π θ , then we can numerically obtain y ∗

using the differential equation, initial condition and a normal random generator for each x.

With a distance norm ρ, if ρ Y ∗ , Y  ≤ s, which is a specified tolerance level, then we

accepted θ∗ . Repeat the process n times, we obtain an approximate sample from the posterior
distribution. As one may observe, when s → 0, the approximate posterior distribution
becomes exact. For continuous random variables, however, the tolerance level s cannot be 0

and a small s would yield an approximated posterior distribution.

To improve the approximation, Beaumont et.al [12] proposed an improvement that

considered the distance between each sample with the observation. The basic idea is that the
distribution of sample point which is closer to the observation is closer to the exact posterior
distribution. In order to implement the idea, two procedures are used:
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1) Weighting θ based on ρ Y ∗ − Y 

2) Adjusting θ using local linear regression

In this study, we will adopt this improved version of ABC proposed by Beaumont

et.al[13] as it allows us to increase the tolerance level s to increase the θ∗ acceptance rate

while the approximation is insensitive to the choice of s. Euclidean norm is chosen for the
distance norm ρ Y ∗ , Y  =

weighting:

∗

(y

− y ) and Epanechnikov kernel K  t is chosen for

t 
,t ≤ s
K t =
s
0                                                          , t > 𝑠𝑠
cs  1 −

while c is a normalizing constant.
4. SIMULATION STUDY

To demonstrate the applicability of the improved ABC method and investigate the
effect of choice of tolerance level s, a simulation study is performed. The physical model
behind of the simulation is from [15] and is used to describe the InAs nanowire length
growth:
dl
2l
= V tanh
  
dt
λ

Here l is the length of nanowire, t is the growth time, V is the linear growth rate and

λ is the diffusion length of the material at the temperature.
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For the simulation study, we first simulate 20 (l, t) pairs with known parameter V

and λ using numerical integration, then add a small normal noise to the simulated length
to simulate the inherent uncertainty in the growth process as well as the observation error.
The parameter setting for the simulation is:
V = 10,

2

λ

= 0.01, l 1 = 0.05

The noise added is normally distributed with mean 0 and 2 standard deviation. One

exception is that the length should not be smaller than 0, so when the random noise makes

the length smaller than 0, we replace it with 0.01. The simulated data set is listed in Table
A1 in appendix.
With the ABC procedure introduced in previous section, we set the prior distribution
of   π(V )~U(0,20) and π   





~U(0,0.02) as diffused and non-informative. The tolerance

level s is set as 300,400 and 800 and we do 100,000 runs.

The estimation result is summarized in Table 1 and 2. As the tolerance level becomes

larger, the number of acceptance becomes larger, but the estimation result becomes more
biased with larger variation due to less accurate approximation of true posterior distribution.
Figure 1 also shows that with smaller tolerance level, the estimated curve converges to the
true curve(using mean of accepted parameters). Figure 2 shows an example of approximate
posterior distribution of V converges to a symmetrical distribution with mean close to true

mean under 300 tolerance level.
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Table 1: Acceptance rate with tolerance level
Tolerance Level

Number of
Acceptance

300

71

500

158

800

272

Table 2: Posterior Distribution of Parameters
Tolerance

Parameter

25 Percentile

Median

75 Percentile

Level
300

500

800

Standard
Deviation

V

9.992

 

10.140

0.13

2/λ

0.01004

0.01010

0.01018

0.0001

V   

 

10.091

10.189

 

2/λ   

0.01005

0.01013

0.01022

0.0002

V   

10.048

10.141

 

0.19

2/λ

0.01004

0.01014

0.01028

0.0002

100

Figure 1: Comparison of different tolerance level
under 300 tolerance level

Figure 2: Posterior distribution of V

5. CASE STUDY
In [4], we explored the weight growth of silica nanowire catalyzed by Pd under 1100
degrees Celsius. In this case study, we performed experiments under another temperature
setting, namely, 1050 degrees Celsius and tried to see if the weight growth can be modeled in
the physical model in [15], which is used in previous section. The data is listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Weight Growth under 1050 degrees Celsius
Weight(mg)

Time(min)

Weight(mg)

Time(min)

0.000

5

 

75

0.000

5

0.331

75

0.009

5

0.240

90

0.005

5

0.321

90

 

10

0.240

90

101

0.078

10

0.210



 

20

0.240



0.044

20

0.528

120

 

20

0.443

120

0.050

30

0.282

180

0.114

30

0.344

180

 

30

0.753

220

0.040

40

0.832

220

0.120



0.700

240

0.090



 

240

0.195



With π(V )~U(0,0.4) and π   





~U(0,0.1) based on observation on the data. The

tolerance level s is set as 4.75 and we do 100,000 runs. The estimation result is summarized

in Table 3. The fitting result and posterior parameter distribution for V can be seen in Figure

3 and 4. As one can observe, the fitting result is reasonable give large variations observed in
data.
Table 3: Case Study Summary
Tolerance

Number of

Level

Acceptance

Parameter

25
Percentile

102

Median

75

Standard

Percentile

Deviation

4.75

2197

V

2/λ

0.17

0.22

0.31

0.09

0.031

 

 

0.02

Figure 3: ABC fitting result for weight growth
weight growth study

Figure 2: Posterior distribution of V for

 1UMMARY
In summary, this paper proposed using ABC algorithm to handle the problem
associated with physical differential equation models in nano-manufacturing, namely, the
maximum likelihood function is unavailable. To show the applicability of our proposed
method, both simulation study and real world data is presented.
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APPENDIX
Table A1: Simulated Growth Data
Length(nm)
0.01
 
0.13
1.23
 
1.21
0.87
 
2.97
5.78

Time(min)

11

21

31

41

51

Length(nm)
10.02
 
25.58
41.84
 
 
 
183.79
231.08
284.14

Time(min)



71

81

91

101

Nanowire separation and Sorting Studies
One of the main challenges in this work was the complication in growing nanowires
directly at the desired device. With the current processes, nanowires are removed from
growth substrate via mechanical scrapping motion and the fragments are placed onto desired
device. This technique is physically damaging to the nanowires. Therefore, a more expedient
way to transfer nanowires has become extremely vital.
In current process explored below figure 1 a-d, nanowires are scrapped from the
silicon chip and are placed in a test tube. The white film covering the chip exhibits the
presence of nanowires. More dense is the white layer, more are the nanowires. To ensure that
no nanowires are lost, we then put 1mm of acetone solution into the test tube where the
scrapped nanowires were place, from the walls. The acetone solution turns slightly white
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acknowledging the presence of nanowires. Now in order to separate the nanowires, which are
usually clustered, we place that test tube in the sonication machine.
In sonication, the electrical signal is converted into physical vibrations by the use of
piezoelectric crystal. The vibration helps to separate nanowires from its clusters by an effect
known as cavitation. Cavitation is a process which occurs due to the vibration, where large
amount of microscopic bubbles are formed and destroyed simultaneously. When the bubbles
burst, they send small shockwaves to the nanowires. Collapsing of thousands of these
bubbles create a relatively powerful effect to disunite the nanowires.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1. Process steps for nanowire separation study, a) sonic bath, b) centrifuge, c)
pipette solution dropper, and d) imaging device



Observations
Figures 2 are micrographs of samples where the nanowires were removed from
growth substrate. Nanowires did latch onto TEM grids as well as expected. Groups of
nanowires were found to be similarly sized. During TEM operation nanowires reacted to the
electron beam and would burn away or drift out of view after prolonged exposure. Nanowires
did adhere together; this is attributed to the natural positive and negative charge build-up
along the oxide wire surface. Scraping the nanowires over the small test tube was difficult
and may have caused introductions of artifacts observed in figure 2a. In the future, before
centrifuging a vicious oil-based substance could be used to coat the nanowires to reduce
charge build up along the surface to aid in separation.

A

B

200nm

2µm
Figure 2. TEM images of scraped and sorted silica nanowires dispersed in
Acetone. A) 2um and B) 200nm resolution’s.
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